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Abstract
The focus in functional and dynamics studies of biomolecules, such as protein
or DNA, has been very much on their own structures and energy landscapes.
However, in real biological systems, biomolecules are usually modified or
regulated by several external factors, including surface coating, hydration
condition, and local environment. For example, by covalently coupling a
Poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) on a protein surface, the stability of the host
protein could be largely enhanced. This method, called, PEGylation, has
been widely used in pharmaceutical industry to protect protein drugs and
increase their circulation life-time since the 1990s. However, the mechanism
of protein-PEG interaction is yet to be understood. On the other hand, in
developing one of the advanced DNA sequencing techniques — nanopore se-
quencing, different mechanisms have been introduced to the nanopore system
to regulate the conformation and motion of DNA molecules, attempting to
achieve a better signal-to-noise ratio in reading DNA sequence. This disser-
tation aims to study the above two topics from both experiments and molec-
ular dynamics simulations. The first part focuses on developing nanopore
sequencing techniques. We have developed a method combining continuum
modeling results of a nano-scale system and a coarse-grained DNA model
to study the DNA translocation through a nanopore in a device scale. We
use this method to develop advanced DNA sequencing techniques, including
plasmonic nanopore and double nanopores. Both of them show great poten-
tial as novel approaches for DNA sequencing. The protein-PEG interaction is
addressed in the second part. We show that the conjugated PEG affects the
thermodynamic stability and local structure of the host protein WW domain,
but not that of λ6−85. A reoccurring and cooperative folding of a PEG mole-
cule onto the protein surface is revealed by molecular dynamics simulations.
Specific PEG-binding motifs on the protein surface are identified.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and overview
Studies in this thesis are divided into two major categories: developing ad-
vanced DNA sequencing techniques (Chapter 2-4) and studying PEGylated
proteins in vitro and in silico (Chapter 5,6). Chapter 7 is a standalone
chapter studying fast protein folding with multi-probes.
1.1 Developing advanced DNA sequencing
techniques
The sequence of DNA, i.e. the order of nucleotides (adenine (A), cytosine
(C), guanine (G) or thymine (T)) within a DNA molecule, contains instruc-
tions for making building blocks in living creatures. DNA sequencing, the
process of determining such sequence, has fundamental importance in many
fields, ranging from biotechnology, anthropology, genetics, and so on. Since
early 1970’s when the first-generation sequencing, the Sanger method, was
developed [1], DNA sequencing techniques have attracted exceptional amount
of interest and been widely accepted as a revolutionary tools in biological sci-
ence. With development throughout decades, DNA sequencing technologies
have evolved from the first-generation sequencing to next-generation sequenc-
ing, which includes a wide range of methods. The demand for low-cost DNA
sequencing methods in both research laboratories and hospitals, or even re-
cently in private medical companies and the general public, has driven the
pursuit of a faster, cheaper, and more accurate sequencing method.
The past ten years have witnessed a dramatic reduction of DNA sequenc-
This section is partially reprinted, with permission, from Belkin, M., Chao, S.-H.,
Jonsson, M. P., Dekker, C., and Aksimentiev, A. Plasmonic Nanopores for Trapping,
Controlling Displacement, and Sequencing of DNA. ACS Nano 9(11):10598-10611, 2015
(Copyright c© 2015 American Chemical Society).
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ing costs enabled by the emergence of several disruptive sequencing technolo-
gies [2]. As the costs of sequencing a human genome falls below $10,000, the
overall sequencing speed, genome coverage, and accuracy of the sequence de-
tection become the priority for future technology development [2]. Nanopores
have emerged as a promising platform for DNA sequencing [3, 4, 5], culmi-
nating with the reports of DNA sequence readout obtained using biological
nanopore MspA [6, 7] or α-hemolysin [8] and a DNA-processing enzyme phi29
polymerase.
Despite the great achievements, sequencing methods based on biological
nanopores have several intrinsic limitations. In particular, the processing
enzymes and lipid bilayers used to control DNA transport are fragile at high
salt conditions required for DNA sequence readout based on nanopore ionic
current. The enzymes are also known to skip and backstep [6, 8] along the
DNA strand in a stochastic manner, introducing deletion and insertion errors
in the recorded sequence. Moreover, the enzymes are difficult to synchronize
and large arrays of biological membranes are difficult to manufacture, mak-
ing parallel multiplex detection with biological nanopores problematic when
compared to large arrays of solid-state nanostructures that are common in
electronics.
Synthetic solid-state nanopores present attractive systems for single mo-
lecule analysis because of their potential to overcome many of the limitations
of their biological counterparts while being compatible with a wide spectrum
of molecular characterization techniques [9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. The high speed
of DNA transport through conventional solid-state nanopores [14, 15, 16,
17, 18], however, limits the residence time of DNA nucleotides inside the
nanopore to less than a few microseconds. Combined with a higher (than
in biological pores) ionic current noise [19], such residence time is too short
to identify the chemical structure of the nucleotides [4, 5, 18]. Much ef-
fort has been placed into solving this problem, including attempts to slow
transport using optical tweezers [20], magnetic beads [21] and other meth-
ods [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27]. None of these attempts, however, has yielded the
desired level of control.
In Chapter 2, we investigate the possibility of using local temperature
gradient to regulate DNA translocation through a nanopore. The main point
of chapter 2 is demonstrating in detail a coarse-grained (CG) molecular dy-
namics (MD) simulation method, which can be applied to study the effect of
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local potential gradient on DNA translocation in device level. This method
is also applied in the later chapters.
In Chapter 3, we theoretically examine the feasibility of using nanoplas-
monics to control the translocation of a DNA molecule through a solid-state
nanopore and to read off sequence information using surface-enhanced Ra-
man spectroscopy. The results of this study suggest that plasmonic nanopore
has a great potential as a novel DNA sequencing methodology.
Finally, in Chapter 4, we propose another methodology to gain control-
lability of DNA translocation through a solid-state nanopore — introducing
another nanopore in the vicinity of the original one. We demonstrate, theo-
retically and experimentally, this nanopore pairs, which we call a double-pore,
can capture a DNA and prolong the translocation time. We also show that it
is possible to regulate the translocation by tuning the electric forces on two
DNA segments inside the pores.
1.2 Studying PEGylated proteins in vitro
and in silico
N-glycosylation, a reaction in which a glycan is attached to a protein
surface, is an important post-translational modification of proteins. It plays
a role in signaling and recognition, such as in the innate immune system [28].
A human-made analog, PEGylation, has been shown to stabilize proteins and
lengthen their degradation time when used in therapeutics [29, 30]. PEG may
impart these useful properties by improving protein solubility, by reducing
access of proteolytic enzymes, and by intrinsically stabilizing its host protein.
Conventional commercial PEGylation often attaches a linear or branched
chain of more than 50 monomer units to lysine residues at the host protein
surface in a non-specific fashion; more recent approaches have targeted the N-
terminal α-amino group or a surface cysteine residue for specific modification.
Host protein stabilization is one important reason for PEGylation. How
important are PEG length and location for maximizing stabilization? Sta-
This section is partially reprinted, with permission, from Chao, S.-H., Matthews, S.
S., Paxman, R., Aksimentiev, A., Gruebele, M., and Price, J. L. Two Structural Scenarios
for Protein Stabilization by PEG. J. Phys. Chem. B 118(28):8388-8395, 2014 (Copyright
c© 2014 American Chemical Society).
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bilization can result from crowding, from more specific local interactions
between PEG and protein, or from PEG-induced alteration of local protein
structure. Crowding requires long PEG chains because a crowding polymer
must be about the size of the protein it crowds, but location may be less
important. Local contributions to stability could arise for short PEG chains,
and may be much more position-sensitive.
Several studies suggest that long PEG chains can stabilize proteins by in-
teracting with the protein surface and reducing the solvent accessible surface
area, or by introducing molecular crowding (excluded volume effect) to slow
down the unfolding rate of the host protein [31, 32, 33, 34]. Other work has
shown that N-PEGylation and N-glycosylation (attachment at asparagine)
alter protein stability in a sequence-sensitive manner [35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40].
A recent study showed that protein degradation is reduced when a short PEG
chain stabilizes a protein [33]. Moreover, chains as short as 4 PEG units can
stabilize a host protein at least as much as a chain of 45 PEG units at the
same position [33], ruling out crowding or reduced surface accessibility as the
sole causes of PEG-based protein stabilization.
Context-specific local stabilization could arise from two very different
scenarios, or from their combination. In one scenario, the PEG chain inter-
acts extensively with the protein surface, for example by long-lived hydrogen
bonds; because of the reduced configurational entropy of surface-bound PEG,
the interactions would have to favor enthalpically the folded protein over the
unfolded protein. At the other extreme, PEG attachment stabilizes protein
structure due to steric effects at the attachment site, but the PEG itself ex-
tends into the solvent as a coil; that way the composite PEG-protein system
does not pay the entropy penalty of collapsing the PEG onto the protein
surface. It is of course possible for a PEG chain to sample both scenarios. In
Chapter 5, we study these two scenarios in detail with a small PEGylated
protein, WW domain, from both computational and experimental perspec-
tives. In Chapter 6, we use the same methodology but change the host
protein to λ6−85. Although the protein is not stabilized after PEGylation in
this case, we show a reoccuring and cooperative folding of a PEG molecule
onto the protein surface.
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Chapter 2
Device-level CG MD
simulations of thermophoretic
effects in solid-state nanopores
2.1 Introduction
Nanopores in thin synthetic membranes have emerged as a convenient
tool for single molecule characterization experiments [41, 42, 43]. Driven by
a gradient of the electrostatic potential, charged biomolecules, such as nu-
cleic acids and proteins, can be transported through a nanopore one after
another, producing transient reductions of the nanopore ionic current that
report on the presence, abundance and, in some cases, the chemical struc-
ture of biomolecules. One extreme application of the nanopore method is
DNA sequencing [4, 44, 45], where the chemical identity of individual DNA
nucleotides is determined by the level of the residual ionic current flowing
through a nanopore blocked by a DNA strand [46].
The rate of nanopore transport is conditioned by the competition of the
electrophoretic force driving a biomolecule through a nanopore and the fric-
tion force opposing the electrophoretic motion [47]. Reflecting the charge,
size and shape of a biomolecule, the transport rate can vary over several
orders of magnitude [24]. The nanopore transport can also be highly selec-
tive [16, 48, 49, 50, 51]. However, controlling the rate and selectivity of the
nanopore transport remains a major challenge. One possibility is to use local
temperature gradients that can impart forces on the translocating molecules
in a manner that depends on their chemical makeup.
Temperature has already been explored as a mechanism to control the
This chapter is partially reprinted, with permission, from Belkin, M., Chao, S.-H., Gi-
annetti, G., and Aksimentiev, A. Modeling thermophoretic effects in solid-state nanopores.
J Comput Electron 13(4):826-838, 2014 (Copyright c© 2014 Springer).
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molecular transport through nanopores. Lowering the temperature was ob-
served to significantly slow the process of DNA translocation in both biolog-
ical [52] and solid-state [25] nanopores. Gating of the transport through a
biological nanopore α-hemolysin was realized by incorporating temperature-
sensitive peptides that opened and closed the nanopore depending on the
temperature of the environment [53]. Solid-state nanopores were shown to
change their effective dimensions by means of a thermoresponsive coating
[54], which enabled regulation of the molecular transport, in particular ionic
current [55, 56, 57, 58].
Until recently, the effect of temperature gradients in nanopore transport
remained unexplored. Recent advances in nanoscale fabrication have en-
abled placement of small metallic particles in proximity of the nanopores[59,
60]. Plasmonic heating [61, 62] of such particles was shown to produce
steep temperature gradients [63], offering a new means for single molecule
manipulation—the nanoscale thermophoresis [64, 65, 66, 67].
Computer simulations present a reliable way to verify, test and even
stimulate the development of new theoretical approaches on thermophore-
sis [68]. Various MD simulation methods have already been tested: non-
equilibrium MD simulations (NEMD) [69, 70], reverse NEMD [71], and equi-
librium MD [72, 73]. These methods described the solution as a continuous
medium in which an imposed temperature gradient produced thermal forces
that acted on the solute particles or molecules. The thermal force in these
approaches was described in functional forms, which is useful for studying a
large-scale system, but the atomic detail of local thermophoresis effect is miss-
ing. Recently, all-atom molecular dynamics simulations was used to study
the thermophoresis process at the microscopic level [68]. The explicit descrip-
tion of solvent molecules in all-atom MD allows one to compute practically
any quantity that has been experimentally measured or theoretically consid-
ered. However, to study the effect of thermophoresis at the device scale, i.e.
100 nm and up, the all atom MD approach is prohibitory expensive. Here,
a method combining the results of thermophoretic force measurements from
all-atom MD and continuum modeling performed in COMSOL was developed
to study the thermophoresis effect in a device-level system.
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2.2 Device-level CG MD simulations
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Figure 2.1: Device-scale simulation of DNA translocation through
locally heated solid-state nanopores. (a) An image illustrating a dsDNA
molecule passing through a nanopre in a Si3N4membrane surrounded by a
gold bow tie. Plasmonic heating of the bow tie serves as a heat source [59].
(b,c) The z-y cross section of the temperature (b) and electric potential (c)
maps obtained from continuum description. The temperature of the gold
bow tie was set to 373.15 K. The voltage bias was 50 mV. (d) A two beads
per nucleotide CG model of dsDNA [74].
In our previous study, we have shown that the temperature distributions
derived from continuum and all-atom models are in good agreement with
one another [64]. Thus, instead of simulating the heat transport using an
all-atom model, it is computationally more efficient to determine the distri-
bution of temperature from a continuum model and apply it in an all-atom
or CG MD simulation of nanopore transport [64]. In the case of a CG model
(which typically lacks explicit solvent molecules), the coupling between the
temperature gradient and the effective thermophoretic force can be derived
from all-atom simulations [68].
Figure 2.1 illustrates our multi-scale simulation of a nanopore transport.
A continuum model of a heated solid-state nanopore system was built using
the COMSOL software package (COMSOL Multiphysics 4.3). A cylindrical
pore of 4 nm diameter was made in a 20 nm-thick membrane (Figure 2.1a).
The membrane material was set to silicon nitride with the following parame-
ters: specific heat capacity cmp = 710 J (kg·K)−1, density ρm = 3310 kg·m−3,
and thermal conductivity km= 2 W·(m·K)−1. The membrane was surrounded
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by 1 M KCl solution. The entire simulation volume was a cubic box 2 µm
on each side, which was large enough to minimize boundary effects. The
heating element was modeled as a gold bow tie sitting at the nanopore entry
on the membrane [59], with cmp = 129 J (kg·K)−1, ρm = 19300 kg·m−3, and
km= 317 W·(m·K)−1. Each of the two parts of the bow tie had the shape
of a triangular prisms with rounded corners. The triangles were separated
from the center of the nanopore by 4 nm, which was the nanopore diameter.
Both prisms were 86.6 nm on each side and 30 nm in height.
After building a standard mesh, a steady-state solution to the system of
coupled heat transfer, electrostatics, and ion diffusion equations was found
using the COMSOL 4.3 software package [75]. Specifically, the temperature
distribution was derived from the heat transfer equations for fluid and solid
(the Heat Transfer in Fluids interface). The temperature of the entire
gold bow tie was fixed at 373.15 K, while the initial temperature of the so-
lution was set to 295.65 K and the temperature of the box boundaries were
set to the same (constant) value. The electrostatic potential was determined
by solving the Poisson’s equation (the Electrostatic interface), using the
temperature input from the Heat Transfer in Fluids interface. A trans-
membrane bias of 50 mV was applied across the entire simulation domain.The
Nernst-Planck equation was used to describe ion diffusion and ion migration
(the Transport of Diluted Species interface), which had temperature
and electrostatic potential coupled from the prior two interfaces. The solu-
tion was obtained using the PARDISO direct solver and damped Newton’s
method. The hydrodynamic effects were ignored in these proof-of-principle
calculations.
Figure 2.1b,c shows the distributions of temperature and electric poten-
tial resulting from the continuum model calculations. The temperature drops
nonlinearly from the heat source (the bow tie prisms) towards the boundary
of the simulation domain. The gradient of the electric potential is localized
to the vicinity of the nanopore, as expected. In order to apply the derived
thermal/electrical gradient in our MD simulations, the numerical solutions
obtained with COMSOL were converted into grid-base potentials with the
grid spacing of 2 nm. To increase the computational efficiency of the subse-
quent MD runs, only the central part (352 nm on each side) of the COMSOL
simulation domain was represented by the grid-base potentials.
A CG representation of a 250 base pair fragment of dsDNA was con-
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structed using our two interaction sites per nucleotide model [74], Figure 2.1d.
The thermal and electrical gradients derived form the continuum simulations
were taken into account in our CG MD simulation using the Grid Forces fea-
ture [76] of NAMD. An additional grid-based potential was introduced to
represent the steric effect of the solid state membrane and the gold bow tie.
In the simulation, the thermophoretic force on each bead was calculated by
multiplying the local temperature gradient with a force-per-gradient factor
derived from atomistic simulations [68]. Doing so assumes that the ther-
mophoretic force scales linearly with the temperature gradient and does not
depend on the absolute value of the temperature. The electrophoretic driving
force was calculated based on the local gradient of the electrostatic potential
assuming each backbone bead carries a nominal charge of a DNA nucleotide.
2.3 Results
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Figure 2.2: The effect of thermophoresis on DNA transport through
a plasmonic nanopore. (a) Setup of a CG MD simulation. Each simulation
started with dsDNA partially threaded into the nanopore. (b) A series of
snapshots illustrating a single DNA translocation event. (c) Average time
to complete translocation with and without heating of the bow tie. The
translocation velocity was increased by heating the gold bow tie to 78 K
higher than the surrounding solution. The data was obtained by averaging
over 19 independent runs for each simulation condition.
At the beginning of the simulation, a double-stranded DNA was partially-
threaded into the nanopore (Figure 2.2a). To elucidate the effect of ther-
mophoresis on DNA translocation velocity, an ensemble 19 independent sim-
ulations was performed with and without the heat source. With the temper-
ature gradient applied, the average translocation time, defined as the time
9
required for the entire DNA strand to exit the nanopore, was 1.02 µs, while
in the system without heating the translocation time was 1.08 µs, with a
standard error of 0.02 µs for both systems (Figure 2.2c). In other words,
heating was observe to speed up the DNA translocation, which could be at-
tributed to the repression of lateral fluctuation by the thermophoretic effect.
A detailed description of the physical mechanisms will be the subject of a
subsequent study.
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Chapter 3
Plasmonic Nanopores for
Trapping, Controlling
Displacement, and Sequencing
of DNA
3.1 Introduction
Plasmonic nanopores are conceptually novel type of nanoscale devices
that combine plasmonic nano-antennas with the solid-state nanopores [59],
Figure 3.1. The key element of the plasmonic nanopore systems are metallic
nanostructures that, when illuminated with light, can focus the optical field
to nanometer-size hot spots [77]. The high local optical field produced by the
plasmonic nanostructures can be used to control the nanopore resistance [78]
and apply optical forces directly to nanoscale objects. For example, plas-
monic forces were used to manipulate micrometer- and nanometer-size dielec-
tric beads [79, 80], living cells [81], and even single proteins [82, 83, 84]. Place-
ment of plasmonic nanostructures in proximity of the nanopore can enable,
in principle, application of optical forces directly to DNA molecules. Plas-
monic nanopore systems featuring a gold bow tie structure with a nanopore
in the gap of the bow tie have already been manufactured [59] and used for
DNA translocation measurements [85]. Plasmonic particles have been used
to control temperature inside nanopores [60, 59], the transport properties of
molecules [60] and to manufacture nanopores in graphene membranes [86].
The high density optical field produced by the plasmonic excitations dra-
matically increases the probability of Raman emission from the molecules in
This chapter is partially reprinted, with permission, from Belkin, M., Chao, S.-H.,
Jonsson, M. P., Dekker, C., and Aksimentiev, A. Plasmonic Nanopores for Trapping,
Controlling Displacement, and Sequencing of DNA. ACS Nano 9(11):10598-10611, 2015
(Copyright c© 2015 American Chemical Society).
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Figure 3.1: Concept of our approach to use a plasmonic nanopore
device for trapping and sequencing DNA. Two gold triangular prisms
form a bow tie structure on top of a solid-state membrane. A nanopore in
the gap of the bow tie structure connects one side of the membrane to the
other; the entire structure is submerged in an electrolyte solution. Driven
by a transmembrane potential, DNA molecules travel from one side of the
membrane to the other through the nanopore. The bow tie structure focuses
the incident laser beam onto nanometer-size hot spots in proximity of the
nanopore. The optical field of the hot spots applies a restraining force on the
DNA molecule, counteracting the pull of the electrophoretic force. Switching
the laser beam on and off produces stepwise displacement of DNA through
the nanopore. Surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) reports on the
nucleotide composition of the DNA fragment confined within the hot spots.
The nucleotide sequence of DNA is deciphered through deconvolution of the
SERS signals at the frequencies that uniquely identify each of the four DNA
nucleotides.
the hot spots. In 1977, the van Duyne group demonstrated enhancement of
Raman signals from molecules adsorbed on a roughened metal surface [87].
Since then, the methodology of surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS)
has been improved to permit detection of even single biomolecules [88, 89, 90].
Importantly, Raman spectra report on the vibrational modes of the scatter-
ing molecules, providing direct information about their chemical structure.
In the context of DNA sequencing, SERS signatures can directly identify the
four nucleotides of DNA without any chemical labeling [91, 92]. SERS de-
tection of nanopore translocation has already been demonstrated [93], albeit
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not yet at a single molecule level.
Here we theoretically demonstrate the capabilities of plasmonic nanopores
as a new platform for label-free DNA sequencing. By coupling continuum
optics calculations to molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, we assess the
feasibility of using plasmonic forces to trap and displace in discrete steps
double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) through a solid-state nanopore. We evalu-
ate the theoretical resolution of SERS measurement for identification of DNA
nucleotides during such a stepwise displacement process, finding that deter-
mination of the nucleotide sequence of a DNA molecule transported through
the hot spot may be possible.
3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Coarse-grained MD simulations
The coarse-grained MD simulations were performed using a custom version
of NAMD2 [74]. Each simulation system contained a 500 basepair fragment
of dsDNA molecule described using our two-beads-per-nucleotide coarse-
grained model [74]. The persistence length of dsDNA simulated using this
model was 50 ns; the effective charge of each DNA nucleotide was set to 25%
of its nominal charge. All other components of the system were represented
as grid-based potentials: a grid potential representing the presence of the
gold bow tie and the membrane, a grid potential representing the optical
field generated by the plasmonic nanostructure, and a grid potential repre-
senting the transmembrane bias. The geometry of the device was similar to
that used in our all-atom model, however, the volume explicitly modeled in
the coarse-grained simulation was approximately ten times larger than in the
all-atom model in each dimension. The gold bow tie was of 60 nm on each
side of the triangle face and 28 nm in height. The inorganic membrane was
20 nm thick. The cross section of the nanopore in the middle and at the
surface of the membrane were 5.4 and 6.4 nm in diameter, respectively. The
grid potential representing the steric interactions of DNA with the inorganic
components of the system was generated by assigning 0 and 1 to regions of
space occupied by the solution and the inorganic components, respectively;
the grid spacing was 1 nm in each dimension. The grid representing the
optical field was obtained using the FDTD method (see below). The grid
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representing the transmembrane potential was obtained using the COMSOL
Multiphysics program (version 4.3) using a previously described method [68].
Briefly, the steady-state numerical solution of the electric potential distribu-
tion in the system was calculated from coupled electrostatics, ion diffusion,
and laminar flow equations using the PARDISO direct solver and damped
Newton’s method. The solution was then converted into a grid-based poten-
tial with a grid spacing of 2 nm. Effects associated with the local heating of
the bow tie were not taken into account in this work.
The forces on the coarse-grained beads from the grid potentials were
calculated using the Grid Forces feature [76] of NAMD2. The simulation
unit cell was a cube 360 nm on each side. The simulations employed peri-
odic boundary conditions and a nominal timestep of 40 fs. The tabulated
non-bonded interactions were computed using a 34–35 A˚ cutoff. Stochastic
forces from the solvent were introduced via a Langevin thermostat set to a
temperature of 295 K and a nominal damping coefficient of 1.24 ps−1. The
trajectories were recorded every 10,000 simulation steps. The calibration of
the timescale of the coarse-grained simulations was performed by matching
the electrophoretic mobility of a 22-basepair DNA fragment obtained using
the all-atom and coarse-grained methods.
3.2.2 Calculations of the effect of optical field
The optical properties of the plasmonic nanopore were modeled using the
finite difference time domain (FDTD) method [94, 95, 59], FDTD Solutions,
Lumerical Solutions, Inc., Canada. Two separate models for the FDTD simu-
lation were built, matching the geometry of the systems used in the all-atom
and coarse-grained MD simulations. For the all-atom MD setup, the bow
tie antenna was modeled as two 17 nm thick and 40 nm long (tip to end)
equilateral gold triangles, separated by a 5 nm gap on a 10 nm thick Si3N4
membrane. There was a 5 nm in diameter nanopore through the membrane
at the gap center of the bow tie antenna. The upper corners of the triangles
had a rounding of 5 nm in radius. For the coarse-grained simulations, the
bow tie antenna was modeled as two 34 nm thick, 60 nm on a side equi-
lateral gold triangles, separated by a 10 nm gap on a 22 nm thick Si3N4
membrane. A 10 nm in diameter nanopore parallel to the z axis was made
at the gap center of the bow tie antenna.The upper corners of the triangles
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had a rounding of 30 nm in radius. Refractive indicies of silicon nitride and
surrounding medium were set to 2.0 and 1.33, respectively, and the one for
gold was taken from Johnson and Christy [96]. The plasmonic antenna was
excited by a pulse from a total-field scattered-field source with the optical
axis perpendicular to the membrane and the polarization along the long side
of the bow tie antenna [85]. Symmetry was used to reduce the computational
time. The result of FDTD calculations was a three-dimensional distribution
of the electromagnetic field intensity enhancement I(r)/I0 at 788 nm, a wave-
length realized in previous experimental studies [59, 85]. It was exported and
converted to an appropriate format using Matlab R2011b, The MathWorks,
Inc., US.
The obtained distribution of the optical field intensity enhancement I(r)/I0
was used in all-atom and coarse-grained MD simulations as an external po-
tential defined on a grid [76] that applied to DNA only. In the course of
an MD simulation, affected DNA atoms (or coarse-grained beads) experi-
enced an additional force Fopt proportional to the gradient of the optical
field intensity: Fopt = κ∇I(r)/I0. The coefficient κ is directly proportional
to the power of the incident laser beam and atomic polarizability. There-
fore, by tuning this parameter we could simulate plasmonic fields generated
by laser beams of a particular power. In MD simulations, we assigned all
affected DNA atoms (non-hydrogen atoms) with the same coefficient. By
doing so, we assumed that all affected atoms have identical polarizabilities.
In our coarse-grained model of DNA, the P and B beads represented 7 and 13
non-hydrogen atoms, correspondingly, and, therefore, proportionally higher
coefficients κ were used for each bead type.
To estimate the numerical value of κ, we recall that DNA atoms polarized
by the strong electromagnetic field in the hot spot experience the force due
to gradients of the optical field: ~Fopt =
1
2
α∇| ~E|2, where α is their polariz-
ability. Assuming the refractive indices of the surrounding medium ne and
DNA atoms np are both real, the polarizability can be calculated as [97]:
α = 30ne
2Vp
np2−ne2
np2+2ne2
, where 0 is the permittivity of vacuum (8.85×10−12
W s V−2m−1), and Vp is the volume of an atom. Substituting np=1.526 [98],
ne=1.33, and a typical volume for an atom (estimated based on the assump-
tions that NA atoms are equivalent to one liter), we arrive at polarizability
α=7.48·10−39 C m2 V−1. If laser of power P is focused to a Gaussian spot
with radius R, theoretical maximum of its intensity is I = 2P
piR2
. The fac-
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tor 2 comes from the Gaussian profile and should be removed if a flat-top
beam is used. Note that the effective excitation intensity is likely smaller
also for a Gaussian beam, since the antenna captures light from a quite large
cross sectional area. The intensity is related to the electric field amplitude
through: I = 1
2
c0ne|E|2, where c is the speed of light in vacuum (3×10−8
m s−1). Therefore, the electric field amplitude is: E0 =
(
4P
piR2c0ne
)1/2
. In MD
simulations, we use F = κ∇|E/E0|2, where κ had been assigned values of 1,
3, 5, and 7 ×10−7. Equating expressions for the optical force, and assuming
that the laser beam has a radius R = 250 nm, we arrive at the following
relation between κ and laser the power: κ = 1 corresponds to P = 0.74 mW,
κ = 3 to P = 2.22 mW, κ = 5 to P = 3.71 mW, κ = 7 to P = 5.19 mW, and
κ = 10 to P = 7.4 mW. In the text, we report the intensity of the plasmonic
excitation as the laser power using the above justifications.
3.3 Stepwise displacement of dsDNA
through plasmonic nanopores
With coarse-grained MD simulations, we explored the behavior of longer ds-
DNA molecules under pulsing plasmonic fields and in the absence of adhesive
interactions between DNA and the nanopore surface. A typical simulation
system, featured in Figure 1, was a cube, ∼ 360 nm on each side, contain-
ing a full-scale model of the plasmonic bow tie, an inorganic membrane, a
nanopore and a 500-basepair fragment of dsDNA pre-threaded through the
nanopore; solvent was not modeled explicitly in these coarse-grained simu-
lations [74]. The surface of the nanopore and the bow tie was modeled as a
featureless repulsive potential, offset by 2 nm from the structure used in the
FDTD calculations, which corresponds to a physical situation where a layer
of molecular coating is used to prevent DNA sticking to the surface of the
device. Under such conditions, stable trapping of dsDNA was observed at a
50 mV bias and a 16.8 mW power of the incident beam.
Using the above trapping condition, we systematically investigated the ef-
fect of the plasmonic field duty cycle on the parameters of stepwise transloca-
tion. Figure 3.2d shows three typical displacement traces that characterized
translocation of dsDNA for the plasmonic field pulses of the same duration of
the free translocation phase Trel = 0.6 µs and varying lengths of the trapping
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Figure 3.2: Coarse-grained MD simulation of Controlled dsDNA dis-
placement through a plasmonic nanopore. (a) A part of the simulated
system; the entire system is shown in Figure 3.1. (b) Simulated displace-
ment of a 500-basepair dsDNA at a constant transmembrane bias (50 mV)
and pulsing plasmonic field of three different duty cycles. All three simula-
tions began with a trapping phase of 8 µs; the moment the plasmonic field
was switched off for the first time is indicated by a circle. (c) Distribution
of DNA translocation velocity. The histogram was constructed from nine in-
dependent trajectories at the same duty cycle using DNA velocities sampled
every 4 ns and block-averaged over 0.5 µs. The average velocity of dsDNA
during the trap and release phases of the plasmonic field pulse, vtrap and
vrel, were obtained from a double-Gaussian fit to the histogram. (d) Aver-
age stepwise displacement of dsDNA versus duration of the release phase of
the pulse. The average step size was calculated as vtrapTtrap + vrelTrel. Each
data point was obtained from an ensemble of nine independent simulations;
Ttrap = 2 µs in each simulation.
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phase, Ttrap = 2, 4 and 8 µs. Following the initial 8 µs trapping phase, the
DNA molecule was observed to move through the nanopore with the over-
all speed that was determined by the duration of the trapped phase: longer
trapping resulted in slower translocation. Supplementary Movie 4 illustrates
a fragment of such coarse-grained MD trajectory.
With a set of coarse-grained MD simulations, we also determined the ef-
fect of the duration of the release phase on the average magnitude of the
stepwise displacement. Keeping the duration of the trapping phase con-
stant (Ttrap = 2 µs), the duration of the release phase was varied from
0.02 to 0.9 µs; nine independent coarse-grained MD simulations were per-
formed for each simulation condition. The resulting MD trajectories were
analyzed via a two-Gaussians fit of the distribution of the translocation ve-
locities, Figure 3.2e. The location of the peaks of the Gaussians reported
on the mean translocation velocities in the trapping and release phases of
the pulse. Weighted with the duration of each phase, the sum of velocites
yields the average step size. Figure 3.2f plots the dependence of this average
step size on the duration of the release phase. In general, the step size de-
creases as the release phase of the pulse becomes shorter. For Trel = 0.1 µs,
the step size was ∼ 6 nm, which corresponds to approximately 17 basepairs.
Further reduction of the release time did not substantially reduce the average
translocation step, likely because of the lack of friction between DNA and
the surface of the device in these coarse-grained model simulations.
3.4 SERS detection of DNA sequence
The application of plasmonic nanopores to DNA sequencing is not limited
to trapping and controlled displacement of DNA, but can be employed for
sequence determination as well. Plasmonic hot spots are known to dramati-
cally increase the probability of Raman emission from molecules confined to
them, which may be used to identify the nucleotide sequence of a DNA mo-
lecule. Indeed, the four DNA nucleotides have already been shown to have
distinct Raman spectra [92, 91]. To use Raman signals for DNA sequencing,
small parts of the DNA molecule should be sequentially exposed to the high-
intensity plasmonic field. Below we describe the type of signals that could
be recorded in such measurements.
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The SERS signal from a DNA molecule passing through a plasmonic
nanopore is determined by both the sequence and the trapping conformation
of the DNA molecule. To evaluate the potential utility of SERS for nanopore
sequencing of DNA, we first consider a situation where the conformational
fluctuations of the molecule are negligible, which, in practice, would corre-
spond to trapping the DNA molecule in the same conformation for each of
the translocation steps. Starting from a typical conformation of the trapped
dsDNA molecule observed in our all-atom MD simulations, Figure 3.3a, we
examine the effect of the nucleotide sequence on the SERS signal by assigning
custom sequences to the trapped DNA fragment. To compute the Raman
signal, we approximate the Raman spectrum of each type of DNA nucleotides
by a Gaussian, centered at 800 (cytosine), 780 (thymine), 735 (adenine), and
660 (guanine) cm−1 [91]. The contribution of an individual nucleotide to the
overall spectrum depends on the nucleotide’s location within the hot spot.
Assuming the probability of SERS emission is proportional to the square of
the local field intensity [91] and knowing the position of all DNA bases, the
spectrum of the entire DNA molecule can be computed as a superposition of
the individual nucleotide’s Gaussians scaled by the local field enhancement
factor I2(r)/I0
2. Thus, our calculations account for the variation of the field
enhancement between the triangles. Figure 3.1 shows a superposition the A,
C, G and T Gaussians scaled by the same field enhancement factor. In the
subsequent analyses, we characterize the spectra by plotting its intensity at
the peak frequencies of the four Gaussians, referred hereafter as the four (A,
C, G and T) frequency channels.
Figure 3.3b-d detail the theoretical resolution of the SERS signal for iden-
tifying a block of poly(AT) nucleotides in a poly(CG) background. As a block
of twelve alternating AT basepairs is placed closer toward the nanopore, the
SERS intensity in the C and G channels decreases, Figure 3.3b. The inten-
sity returns to its original levels as the block leaves the hot spot and reaches
the middle of the membrane in the nanopore. The change of intensity in the
A and T channels anti-correlates with the changes in the C and G channels,
reaching a maximum when the AT block is located between the edges of the
gold triangles, across the nanopore. The intensity in the T channel does not
reach zero because of some bleed over from the C channel. The small but
distinguishable variation in the A and T signal within the broad (∼ 25 bps)
maximum of the intensity traces is caused by the conformation of the DNA
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Figure 3.3: SERS detection of DNA sequence. (a) A typical conforma-
tion of dsDNA trapped between two hot spots. The basepairs are numbered
in ascending order from the trailing to the leading end of the molecule. (b–d)
SERS signals from a poly(AT) block in the poly(CG) background. The cal-
culated SERS intensity in the four frequency channels is shown for different
locations of the poly(AT) block. The intensities are plotted in the units of
peak intensities that would have been measured in each channel under the
same illumination in the absence of the plasmonic enhancement. For each
substitution, the DNA molecule is assumed to have the same conformation
(shown in panel a). The basepair index specifies the location of the first
basepair of the poly(AT) block from the trailing end of the molecule using
the basepair numbering defined in panel a. Data in panels b, c and d corre-
spond to a poly(AT) blocks containing 12, 5 and 1 basepair. Dashed lines in
panel d indicates the signal from a TA basepair. The TA and AT basepairs
differ from one another by the strands the A and T nucleotides are located in
the helix. (e) SERS detection of a single nucleotide substitution. The calcu-
lated SERS signals from the GATTACA and TATTACA blocks inserted at a
specified location in the poly(CG) molecule. (f) The difference between the
signals from the GATTACA and TATTACA blocks. (g) The effect of thermal
fluctuations on SERS signal. The SERS intensity of a thymine nucleotide is
plotted for a sequence of DNA conformations obtained from the all-atom MD
trajectory of dsDNA trapping (at 3.7 mW laser power). The first frame of
the trajectory is shown in panel a. The DNA is assumed do be made entirely
from CG basepairs with the exception of a single AT basepair inserted 19,
20, 21, 22 or 23 basepairs away from the trailing end of the molecule. The
color of the lines indicates the location of the thymine nucleotide in the DNA
molecule (panel h). (h) Averaged over the MD trajectory SERS signals from
the thymine nucleotide at the specified location in the DNA molecule. The
error bars show the standard deviation of the signal.
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molecule in proximity of the bow tie. Because the A and T bases alternate
within the poly(AT) block, the change of the intensity corresponding to a
one-basepair displacement of the block is, neglecting the end-of-the-block ef-
fects, equivalent to moving all A and T nucleotides to the opposite strands
of dsDNA. That is, the signal from an AT basepair can be, in principle, dis-
tinguished from the signal from a TA basepair if both are placed at the same
location within the hot spot. In the case of a poly(AT) segment made up
from five basepairs, Figure 3.3c, the traces of intensity in all four channels
show two maxima, corresponding to the placement of the blocks in proximity
to the hot spot at each of the two triangles of the bow tie. The width of each
maxima is ∼ 5 basepairs. Even a single AT basepair gives a considerable
signal in the CG background, Figure 3.3d. In the latter case, the two peaks
have clearly different heights reflecting the difference in the conformations of
dsDNA molecule near individual bow ties. Moving the A and T nucleotide
to the opposite strands of the helix produces distinguishable changes in the
intensity traces, Figure 3.3d.
Figure 3.3e shows an example of the signals that could be recorded under
good conditions from a heterogeneous-sequence dsDNA polymer. A GAT-
TACA block, which is displaced through the poly(CG) background in single
basepair steps, produces two broad maxima in the SERS signals; the finer
structure within each maximum carries the information about the basepair-
resolution nucleotide sequence. To assess the influence of a single nucleotide
substitution on the SERS signals, we repeated the calculations replacing a
single CG basepair at the beginning of the block with an AT basepair. Fig-
ure 3.3f plots the difference in the intensity channels corresponding to the
single basepair substitution. A clear well-defined peak is observed at the
expected location. As in the case of Figure 3.3d, the signal’s width is ap-
proximately 3 basepairs and this depends on the configuration of dsDNA in
the proximity of the bow tie.
To evaluate the effect of thermal fluctuations of dsDNA on the SERS
signal recorded in a trapped state, we repeated our calculations of the SERS
intensities for a single AT basepair insertion in a poly(CG) DNA molecule
using not the fixed DNA conformation of Figure 3.3a, but an ensemble of
conformations obtained from all-atom MD simulations of the trapped state.
Figure 3.3g plots the SERS intensity in the T channel for AT substitution at
five locations in the dsDNA molecule. Although the SERS intensity under-
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goes considerable fluctuations, the signal corresponding to placement of the
AT basepair near the local hot spot (position 21) is clearly discernible from
other placement of the basepair in the helix, Figure 3.3h. In the harmonic ap-
proximation, the equipartition theorem suggests that the root-mean square
displacement due to thermal fluctuations increases as a square root of tem-
perature. Thus, modest (several degrees) increase of the local temperature
that may be produced by plasmonic heating at experimental conditions is
not expected to considerably increase the magnitude of thermal fluctuations.
Next, we used one of our coarse-grained MD trajectories of stepwise ds-
DNA translocation to evaluate the type of signals that could be recorded by a
SERS detector in the presence of conformation disorder. Figure 3.4a shows a
displacement trace of dsDNA obtained from coarse-grained simulations under
a 50 mV transmembrane bias and a 2-µs-on/0.4-µs-off pulse of the plasmonic
field. In this trajectory, the DNA moves through the nanopores in 25 base-
pair steps, Supplementary Movie 4. Figure 3.4b-d shows the SERS signals
evaluated from the coarse-grained MD trajectory assuming the nucleotide
sequence of the DNA is made of blocks of AT and CG nucleotides 12 and
25 basepairs in length (our coarse-grained model does not have explicit in-
formation about DNA sequence). In the case of the equal-length 25-basepair
blocks, the presence of either AT and CG block in the plasmonic hotspots
could be clearly identified from the SERS signal. The stepwise displacement
was reproducible enough to distinguish the presence of two neighboring AT
basepairs placed every 48 basepairs in the poly(CG) DNA, Figure 3.4c. For
small AT blocks, the strength of the AT-specific signal linearly increases with
the length of the block, Figure 3.4d, saturating for blocks greater than ten
basepairs. The relatively small variation of the signal within and between the
trapping phases and the highly non-linear dependence of the Raman emission
probability on the local field-enhancement factor suggests that DNA sequence
detection at basepair resolution may be possible for small-amplitude stepwise
displacement of dsDNA.
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Figure 3.4: SERS signal from DNA block-copolymer translocation.
(a) Stepwise displacement of dsDNA simulated using the coarse-grained MD
approach. The simulation was performed at a constant transmembrane bias
of 50 mV; the plasmonic field was periodically switched on and off for 2.0
and 0.4 µs, respectively. (b) SERS signal from the trajectory featured in
panel a. The SERS intensity in the adenine (green) and cytosine (blue)
channels is plotted as a function of the simulation time. To compute the
SERS intensity, the DNA molecule was assumed to be comprised from blocks
of 25 AT and 25 CG basepairs. Solid squares indicate the SERS intensity in
the adenine (green) and cytosine (blue) channels averaged over each trapping
phase of the plasmonic field pulse. Lines are guides to the eyes. The temporal
changes of the SERS intensity in the guanine and thymine channels follow
the dependences in the cytosine and adenine channels, respectively. (c) Same
as in panel b, but for a DNA molecule comprising from alternating blocks
of 2 AT and 48 CG basepairs. SERS intensities in the cytosine and adenine
channels are shown on the left and right axes, respectively. Green dashed
lines indicate the average intensity of the odd (upper) and even (lower) cycles.
The difference between the average intensities in the odd and even cycles is
defined as ∆IAT. (d) The dependence of ∆IAT on the length of the AT
block, NAT. The length of the CG block NCG = 50−NAT. The dashed line
illustrates a linear fit to the data in the NAT < 8 regime.
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Chapter 4
DNA capture and translocation
in a double-pore system
4.1 Introduction
The growing demand for faster and cheaper genome sequencing has pro-
mpted the development of new DNA sequencing technologies. Nanopore-
based method is one of the promising next-generation sequencing technolo-
gies due to its label-free and amplification-free features. Since the method
was first published in 1996 [3], significant progress has been made [5]. Var-
ious nanopore-based methods have been developed and succeeded in proof-
of-principal sequencing experiments. The recent success of MinION, a com-
mercial, biological nanopore-based DNA sequencing device, has again proved
the viability of such method [99].
As the cost of genomic sequencing dropped, the priority for current devel-
opment has turned to improving the accuracy, the overall sequencing speed,
and the genome coverage [2]. In a perfect scenario of the sequencing pro-
cess, nucleotides within a DNA molecule pass through the pore one at a
time. The residence time of each nucleotide is long enough for inducing
a distinguishable current blockade signal, but not too long to hamper the
reading speed. With this goal in mind, researchers have introduced dif-
ferent methods trying to control and slow down the DNA translocation in
nanopores, including optical tweezers [20], magnetic beads [21] and other
methods [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27]. However, none of these methods has yielded
the desired level of control. The basic picture of these nanopore sequencing
methods, as which was originally sketched by David Deamer in his notebook
in almost three decades ago [100], has more or less restricted to a single DNA
molecule passing through a nanopore. What if we have not only one pore,
All experimental data in this work is from our collaborator The Cees Group (TU
Delft). This work has been submitted to Nano Letters.
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but two, to capture the DNA?
In this chapter, we propose a novel nanopore device — a double-pore,
in which two pores are made in close proximity on a solid-state membrane.
The two pores are close enough to capture a single DNA molecule together.
To our knowledge, this study is the first demonstration of applying nanopore
pairs on biological sensing. We show that a double-pore capture event can be
achieved experimentally and computationally. A double-pore capture delays
the DNA translocation through the nanopores and significantly increases the
overall DNA translocation time. This technique potentially could be a more
accurate DNA sequencing technique, considering a much longer residence
time each nucleotide has in the pore. With further development, modifica-
tions like surface coating or local perturbations like temperature gradient
or additional voltage bias, could be introduced to one of the two pores to
regulate the translocation velocity and direction. We could then ambitiously
integrate a double-pore system with the plasmonic nanopore technique [101],
in which the DNA sequence can be read using SERS from the pore with plas-
monic structure. Moreover, a double-pore system can be applied in studying
the fundamental properties of a captured biopolymer such as its entropic
elasticity.
4.2 Methods
The coarse-grained MD simulations were performed using a custom version
of NAMD2 [74]. Each ensemble simulation contained 2000 replicas in the
double-pore trapping study and 200 replicas in the translocation control
study. Each simulation system contained a 150-nucleotide ssDNA molecule
described using our two-beads-per-nucleotide coarse-grained model [74] and a
grid potential representing the steric interaction between DNA and the mem-
brane. The steric potential was defined to have values of 0 and 5.85 kcal/mol
assigned to the region of space occupied by the solution and the membrane,
respectively. The grid spacing was 1 A˚ in each dimension. The membrane
was 1 nm thick and each nanopore was 2 nm in diameter. The distance
between the centers of the two pores was 5, 10 or 15 nm in the douple-pore
trapping study and 15 nm in the translocation control study. The simulation
unit cell was a cube 105 nm on each side. The periodic boundary conditions
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and a nominal time step of 20 fs were employed. The tabulated nonbonded
interactions were computed using a 34–35 A˚ cutoff. Stochastic forces from
the solvent were introduced via a Langevin thermostat set to a temperature
of 295 K and a nominal damping coefficient of 1.24 ps−1. The trajectories
were recorded every 10,000 simulation steps.
To setup initial conditions for DNA trapping simulations, one end of the
DNA molecule was threaded through one of the nanopores. The terminal
bead of the threaded end was restrained to remain at the center of the trans
side exit of the nanopore. 2000 copies of the system were equilibrated for
300,000,000 simulation steps each (480 s scaled time), producing 2000 random
conformations of the polymer. During the equilibration, the terminal three
beads threaded through one of the two nanoporess were subject to a cap
grid potential (defined to have values of 11.7 kcal/mol at the cis region and
0 kcal/mol at the trans region and inside the nanopore) that prevented that
end of the DNA molecule from escaping the nanopore; a 10 pN force was
applied to any bead of the DNA molecule that entered the volume of the
other pore, preventing accidental double pore trapping.
The double-pore trapping simulations were carried out starting from 2000
random conformations of DNA each having one end of the DNA threaded
through one nanopore. The simulations were carried out in the presence
of a grid potential that represented the effect of the transmembrane bias.
Such transmembrane bias potentials were computed using the COMSOL
Multiphysics program (version 4.4) for the double pore geometry over a 2
A˚-spaced grid; the details of the procedures are described in our previous
study [68]. Subject to a transmembrane bias potential, each backbone bead
of coarse-grained DNA experienced an electric force equal to the product of
the local electric field and 0.25 q*, where q* is the nominal charge of a DNA
nucleotide. To prevent the end of the DNA initially threaded through the
nanopore from escaping, the terminal three beads at the threaded end were
subjected to a cap grid potential defined to have values 11.7 and 0 kcal/mol
at the cis region and inside the nanopore, respectively. The size of the cap
grid was 7 × 7 × 0.3 nm3. The cap potential was applied only for the first
10,000,000 steps (16 µs scaled time) of each DNA capture simulation. The
forces on the beads produced by the steric, transmembrane bias and cap
potential grids were calculated using the grid forces feature [76] of NAMD2.
Each simulation was run until the DNA fully translocated from cis to trans
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side of the membrane.
For the translocation control study, both ends of the DNA molecule were
initially threaded through both pores, one of each. One backbone bead was
restrained to the center of each pore such that the lengths of the DNA frag-
ments extending to the trans compartment from each pore were equal. The
length of the middle portion, i.e. the segment exposed to the cis compart-
ment, was chosen to approximately match the expected extension of the
molecule [74] at the target force on the DNA in the nanopores. The actual
tension in the DNA fragment at the cis side of the nanopore computed from
the displacement of the restrained beads was 4.1 ± 1.1, 8.4 ± 1.1 pN, and
17.0 ± 1.2 for the 5, 10 and 20 pN target force, respectively. The systems
were equilibrated for 50,000,000 steps (80 µs scaled time), producing 200
random conformations for each target force. The translocation control simu-
lations were carried out applying a constant external force to each backbone
bead of DNA confined within the nanopore volume via a custom tcl script.
The total force on the beads in one of the nanopores was set to either 5, 10 or
20 pN, whereas the total force on all beads in the other pore was either equal
to or 0.5, 1 or 2 pN less than the force in the first pore. Each simulation was
run until the DNA fully translocated from cis to trans side of the membrane.
The reported length scale was scaled up by 50-fold considering the per-
sistent length of DNA using in the experiment was ∼ 50 times larger than
that in the simulations. The time scale of the coarse-grained simulations was
calibrated by matching the electrophoretic mobility of a 22 base pair DNA
fragment obtained using the all-atom and coarse-grained methods [74].
4.3 Results and discussion
4.3.1 DNA capture and translocation in a
double-pore system
A double-pore system was realized in laboratories by our collaborators in
TU Delf. Two nanopores were drilled in a freestanding SiN membrane (Fig-
ure 4.1a). In a DNA translocation experiment, a double-pore capture of
DNA molecules can be recognized via examining the current read-out of all
DNA translocation events. A double-pore translocation event tends to have
a much longer translocation time (Figure 4.1b), and has a distinct current
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characteristics from that of a single event at the beginning and the end of
the translocation (Figure 4.1c). However, considering that a double-pore
translocation event requires both ends of a freely diffusing DNA molecule
captured by both nanopores, double-pore translocation rarely happened.
a b
c
Figure 4.1: A double-pore system and characteristics of DNA cap-
ture events. (a) TEM image of two 10 nm nanopores drilled in a freestand-
ing SiN membrane. (b) Typical examples of double and single nanopore
events at a bias voltage of 300 mV and nanopore distance 280 nm. (c) Ex-
panded view of the beginning and ending of the double-pore event. The
DNA enters the first nanopore in a folded way (I), then it unfolds (II), then
the DNA is captured into the second pore(III) in a folded fashion. Finally
DNA reaches the trapped state (IV), until it slides out under influence of
imbalance between the nanopore drag forces.
In most of our simulations, the DNA molecule translocated through the
nanopore without any interaction with the other pore (Figure 4.2b, orange).
However, some of our simulations showed the collision between part of the
DNA molecule and the other pore. Some of these collision events further led
to the threading of the other end of the DNA into the pore, which caused the
trapping of the DNA molecule by the double pore (Figure 4.2b, blue). The
trapped DNA eventually escaped from both pores with a prolonged translo-
cation time, which could be hundred times longer under our simulation condi-
tions (Figure 4.2d). We computed the occurrence of these long translocation
events under each simulation condition (Figure 4.2e). Our results showed the
same trend as we see in the experiments — the occurrence of long-trapped
events decreases with the pore separation distance and increases with the
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Figure 4.2: Coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations of DNA
capture and translocation in a double-pore system. (a) The coarse-
grained simulation setup. The system consists of two compartments (cis and
trans) divided by a solid-state membrane (grey). Two nanopores of equal
dimensions are separated by a distance D. A 150 nt coarse-grained DNA
molecule (dark grey and silver) is initially placed in the cis compartment,
with one end of the DNA entering one of the pores. A voltage bias is applied
across the membrane. (b) Two outcomes of the CG MD simulations. The
sequence of snapshots illustrating a regular single-pore translocation process
(top, orange) and a double-pore capture (bottom, blue) followed by single-
pore translocation. (caption continued on the following page)
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Figure 4.2: (Cont.) (c) Ensemble of DNA conformations observed in double-
pore capture and translocation simulations. Shown in grey are the 2000
instantaneous conformations of DNA overlaid with each other, at t = 0,
6.4, and 15.2 µs. The DNA molecules simultaneously captured by the two
pores are highlighted in darker grey. Color contours indicate the density of
the coarse-grained beads representing the DNA molecules. The density was
computed along the XZ plane of the system (passing through both pores nor-
mal to the membrane) over a 1 nm3 grid. (d) The distribution of the DNA
translocation time in the ensemble simulation of 2,000 ssDNA replicas. The
DNA translocation time was defined as the time elapsed from the beginning
of the simulation (when one end of the DNA was already threaded through
one of the pores) until the entire DNA molecule moved to the trans com-
partment. The scaled distance between pores in this particular simulation
was 750 nm. The translocation times from individual replicas are shown as
overlaid vertical bars. The histograms illustrate the distribution of the single-
pore translocation times; each histogram contains 40 bins. The dashed line
indicates the time threshold for distinguishing long-lasting events, which is
defined as the average translocation time plus 5-fold of the standard deviation
of the single-pore translocation durations. The duration of the long-lasting
events is show using darker colors. (e) The occurrence of the long-lasting
events under different pore separations and biases. The occurrence is defined
as the percentage of long-trapped events among all 2,000 replicas at each
simulation condition.
bias applied. The occurrence calculated from the simulations is around an
order of magnitude larger than that from the experiments. Several factors in
the simulations might contribute to this discrepancy including the assump-
tion that DNA was captured by one of the pores at the beginning and the
error introduced from scaling the system length.
4.3.2 Force differential control over the translocation
direction
We showed that a double-pore system can capture and trap DNA molecules,
and therefore significantly increases the DNA translocation time. With a step
further, we wanted to examine if we are able to control the trapped DNA
moving toward an assigned direction in a double-pore system. We conducted
a set of ensemble simulations with 200 replicas in each ensemble. The system
is similar to that in the previous simulations, except that the driving electric
forces were applied directly on the P beads inside the pores by Tcl forces
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Figure 4.3: Force differential control over the translocation direction.
(a) A sequence of snapshots illustrating the DNA molecule escaping from a
double-pore capture. At t = 0, a 150 nt DNA molecule (blue) is threaded
through both pores; the lengths of ssDNA fragments extending from both
pore into the trans compartment were equal. Pulling forces were applied
on P beads inside the pores. The total force at the left pore, FL, and the
total force at the right pore, FR, were both 10 pN. (b) Ensemble of DNA
conformations observed in CG MD simulations. Shown in blue are the 200
instantaneous conformations of DNA overlaid with each other. At t = 0,
the DNA molecules were threaded through both pores with equal-length
segments in the trans compartment as shown in the first snapshot in (a).
The 57th and 94th beads were restrained at the center of right pore and
left pore, respectively, to maintain the balanced conformation. Other parts
of DNA were allowed to distribute randomly. At the time when the DNA
molecule escaped from both pores, t = τesc, DNA escaped through left and
right pores in the same percentage, when the pulling forces at both pores
were even (i); most DNA escaped through the right pore when the force at
right pore was 0.5 pN larger than that at left pore (ii). (c) The percentage of
200 replica simulations where ssDNA is seen to escape through either right
or left pore versus the nanopore force differential, ∆F, of 0, 0.5, 1, 2 pN.
The force at right pore was fixed to 10 pN. (d) The distribution of the DNA
escape times. The escape time was defined as the time from the beginning
of the simulation until the moment the entire DNA molecule moved to the
trans side of the system. The force at the right pore was 10 pN. The bin
size of the histograms is 10 µs. (e) The average DNA escape time versus the
force differential. The force at the right pore was 5 pN (grey bar), 10 pN
(red bar), and 20 pN (blue bar).
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instead of by the grid potential field, so that we have the flexibility to tune
the forces at both pores. The DNA was initially threaded inside the pore
with equal lengths (Figure 4.3a, 1st frame). The pulling force at the right
pore was fixed at FR = 5, 10, 20 pN. To introduce the force differences, the
force at the left pore FL was decreased from FR to FR−0.5, FR−1, FR−2 pN.
Under the pulling forces, the DNA molecule was trapped in the double pore,
moving toward left and right stochastically (Figure 4.3a, 2nd and 3rd frame).
And finally escape from the pores in a comparatively short period of time
(Figure 4.3a, 4th and 5th frame). We monitored the translocation direction
(Figure 4.3b,c) of each DNA replica in the ensemble simulations and found
the translocation direction can be easily controlled even with a small force
difference (0.5 pN) (Figure 4.3b,c). The force differences made the DNA
molecules come out from trapped state easily, and reduced the escape time by
a half or more (Figure 4.3d,e). In addition, the average escape time decreased
inversely with the applied forces (Figure 4.3e), because the DNA molecule
was trapped more tightly with larger pulling forces. The results showed us
the controllability of this double pore system. The force difference at two
pores could be realized experimentally by introducing geometric discrepancy
or a local field gradient.
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Chapter 5
Two Structural Scenarios for
Protein Stabilization by PEG
5.1 Introduction
PEGylation, or addition of poly(ethylene glycol) chains to proteins, is
widely used to improve delivery in pharmaceutical applications [29, 30]. Re-
cent studies suggest that stabilization of a protein by PEG, and hence its
proteolytic degradability, is sequence-dependent and requires only short PEG
chains [33]. In this chapter, we study the local stabilization scenario using
short PEG chains of four monomers, too short to act by crowding or by
large-scale solvent exclusion from the surface. Finally we contrast the short
PEG chain with a longer PEG chain (N = 45 monomers), close in size to our
small test protein (N = 34 residues), and closer to commercial PEG chain
length.
In our experiments and molecular dynamics simulations, a small PEG
tetramer is attached to loop 1 that connects two beta strands of human Pin1
WW domain. WW is a triple stranded beta sheet protein domain with 34
residues (hPin1 WW, see Figure 5.1). The use of PEG tetramer is based on
our previous study showing that tetramer stabilizes this model protein more
than shorter (1-3) or longer (8-45) PEG oligomers [33]. We first examine a
Ser19Asn pseudo-wild-type variant with and without PEG attached to the
asparagine at position 19. We then study a cycle of two mutations that
truncate two hydrogen bond-forming side chains at the protein surface near
the base of the attached PEG: Ser16Ala, Tyr23Phe. Finally, we look at the
corresponding double mutant with both hydroxyl groups missing.
This chapter is partially reprinted, with permission, from Chao, S.-H., Matthews, S.
S., Paxman, R., Aksimentiev, A., Gruebele, M., and Price, J. L. Two Structural Scenarios
for Protein Stabilization by PEG. J. Phys. Chem. B 118(28):8388-8395, 2014 (Copyright
c© 2014 American Chemical Society).
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Our experiments show that the single Ser16Ala or Tyr23Phe mutant is
less stabilized by PEGylation than the pseudo-wild-type variant. This result
by itself is consistent with hydrogen bonds between Ser16 or Tyr23 and
PEG, which would be disrupted by the mutations. However, the double
Ser16Ala Tyr23Phe mutant (which lacks hydroxyl groups at positions 16
and 23) is stabilized just as much by PEGylation as the pseudo-wild-type
variant; this result challenges the importance of direct PEG-protein hydrogen
bonding. We interpret this unexpected non-additive result structurally by
all-atom explicit solvent molecular dynamics simulations, an excellent tool
for protein-PEG interactions [102]. The simulations correlate well with the
thermodynamic cycle: the Ser16Ala Tyr23Phe double mutation causes a loss
of beta sheet structure in the non-PEGylated protein; but the beta sheet
structure is restored when the double mutant protein is PEGylated, even
though PEG extends into the solvent. In contrast, PEG creates new local
interactions (in the Ser16Ala single mutant), or preferentially interacts with
the protein surface (in the Tyr23Phe single mutant).
Is longer PEG necessarily better? No — a recent study showed that
PEG-45 linked to Asn19 improves protein stability slightly less than PEG-
4 [33]. We investigated this structurally with a final simulation of PEG-45
at position 19. We find that long PEG equilibrates evenly between solvent-
exposed coil and protein surface-coating coil. All these observations highlight
that a subtle combination of both enthalpic and entropic factors influences
whether PEG folds onto a protein surface or not, and that in some cases the
protein-PEG constructs overall free energy is lowered more by exclusion of
PEG from the protein surface than by protein-PEG interaction.
5.2 Methods
5.2.1 Protein Synthesis, Purification, and Stability
WW variants were prepared via microwave-assisted solid-phase peptide syn-
thesis, as described previously [33, 37]. Proteins were purified by preparative
reverse-phase high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) on a C18
column using a linear gradient of water in acetonitrile with 0.1% v/v triflu-
oroacetic acid. HPLC fractions containing the desired protein product were
pooled, frozen, and lyophilized. Protein identity was confirmed by electro-
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spray ionization time of flight mass spectrometry, and purity was assessed
by analytical HPLC [33] (see SI Figures S1-S12 in [103]).
Conformational stability of WW variants was assessed by thermal de-
naturation, monitored by circular dichroism spectropolarimetry (CD). The
melting temperature for each protein was obtained by fitting the sigmoidal
unfolding curves to a two-state model with an adjustable enthalpy and heat
capacity (see SI Figures S12-15 for raw CD spectra, and SI for model and
fitting parameters in in [103]).
5.2.2 Molecular dynamics simulations
The structure of wild-type WW domain of human protein Pin1 was obtained
from the protein data bank (PDB: 1PIN, resolution of 1.35 A˚ [104]). All
the mutations were made using Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD) soft-
ware [105]. All-atom molecular dynamics simulations were performed us-
ing the program NAMD2 [106] with periodic boundary conditions, the
CHARMM36 parameter set for the TIP3P water model [107], ions [108],
protein [109, 110, 111], and PEG [112, 113], and ion-pair specific corrections
to the Lennard-Jones parameter σ [114]. The force field of the PEGylated
side chain of Asparagine at position 19 was assigned by analogy to similar-
structured N-methylacetamide in the CHARMM36 force field. Sodium chlo-
ride ions were added to neutralize the whole system and mimic the non-zero
ionic strength of the experimental environment. The simulation box mea-
sured 70 A˚ in each dimension and contained around 32,000 atoms including
protein, water molecules and ions. All simulations employed a 1 fs time step
and a 7-8 A˚ shift-cutoff scheme for van der Waals and short-range electro-
static forces. Long-range electrostatic interactions were computed using the
particle mesh Ewald method [115] over a 1.0 A˚ resolution grid. Following a
2400-step minimization using a conjugate gradient method [116], each system
was equilibrated for 1 ns at a constant pressure of 1 atm using a Langevin
piston pressure control method [117], with temperature fixed at 293 K. Pro-
duction simulations were then performed at constant equilibrium volume in
the NVE ensemble for 100 ns. To allow for further equilibration, only the
last 60 ns in each trajectory were taken for further analysis. Results were
visualized by VMD software (see SI Figures S16-S23 in [103] for additional
simulation details).
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5.2.3 Structural analysis of the simulations
Structural information, like secondary structure classification and dihedral
angles, was obtained using the Timeline plugin in VMD. The protein-PEG
distance is the nearest distance between any protein atom and any of the
PEG oxygen atoms. The hydrogen bond formation was calculated with a
criterion of donor-acceptor cutoff distance 3.5 A˚ and angle less than 150◦.
Both distance and H-bond calculation were done using tcl scripts. The root
mean square distance (RMSD) value of Asparagine at position 19 relative to
the initial conformation of pseudo wild type (Figure S24 in [103]) based on
crystal structure (PDB: 1PIN) was taken as an indicator of PEG orientation.
The protein molecule in each simulation was first aligned with the crystal
structure based on its most rigid β-sheet structure (residue 11 to 15, 22 to 26,
and 32 to 33). The RMSD of Asn19 was then calculated for all atoms except
hydrogen throughout the whole trajectory. The alignment and calculation
were both done using RMSD Trajectory Tool in VMD.
5.3 Results
5.3.1 The impact of mutations on PEG-aided
stabilization
We chose an hPin1 WW domain variant with mutations Trp34Phe and
Ser19Asn (which we call pseudo wild type or S16/N19/Y23) as our model
system (Figure S24 in [103]) because glycosylation and PEGylation with
PEG-4 at that site have already been investigated extensively in this vari-
ant [33, 36, 39, 37]. The Ser19Asn mutation allows N-PEGylation at a nat-
ural asparagine site, in analogy to N-glycosylation. As in previous experi-
ments [33, 36, 39, 37], the C-terminal tryptophan at position 34 was mutated
to phenylalanine so that fluorescence signal would only be determined by the
N-terminal tryptophan at position 11. These two mutations together slightly
decrease stability, causing melting temperature to decrease from 58.6 ◦C to
55.6 ◦C [35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 118].
Structural data for the unmodified Pin WW domain shows that position
19 is close to a number of polar side chains, in particular Ser16 and Tyr23
(Figure 5.1). We wondered if the PEG oligomer oxygen atoms are engaging in
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Figure 5.1: The mutation sites of the WW domain at its N-terminal
reverse turn. WW is shown as a ribbon diagram, with side chains shown
as sticks (PDB: 1PIN [104]). The mutation at position 16 (Ser16Ala), 19
(Ser19Asn), and 23 (Tyr23Phe) are highlighted in yellow. Asn19 is the PE-
Gylation site.
stabilizing H-bond interactions with the side-chain hydroxyl groups of these
residues. To test this hypothesis, we prepared a variant of S16/N19/Y23
(Table 5.1), in which Ser16 was truncated to Ala (A16/N19/Y23), along
with a variant in which Tyr23 was truncated to Phe (S16/N19/F23); these
variants lack the OH group either at position 16 or at position 23.
As shown in Table 5.1, based on a two-state fit (Methods and SI in [103])
of variable temperature CD data (Figure 5.2), the single mutations reduce
the melting temperature Tm of the protein by about 5
◦C. The double mu-
tation reduces the melting temperature by about a further 5 ◦C, so the two
Table 5.1: Nomenclature of Non-PEGylated WW Variants, Their
Melting Temperature, and Folding Free Energies at Room
Temperature∗
WW variant mutation Tm (
◦C) ∆Gf (kcal/mol)
S16/N19/Y23 W34F; S19N 55.6 ± 0.2 0.44 ± 0.02
A16/N19/Y23 W34F; S19N; S16A 50.9 ± 0.2 0.85 ± 0.03
S16/N19/F23 W34F; S19N; Y23F 51.4 ± 0.4 0.75 ± 0.04
A16/N19/F23 W34F; S19N; S16A; Y23F 45.7 ± 1.0 1.22 ± 0.13
∗Tabulated data are given as mean standard error at 333 K. Data were obtained from
variable temperature CD experiments on 100 µM solutions of protein in 20 mM phosphate,
pH 7. Data for S16/N19/Y23 are from refs [35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40].
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truncations have an approximately additive effect on protein stability.
Variable temperature CD data shown in Figure 5.2 and summarized in Ta-
ble 5.2 indicate that PEGylation at position 19 with PEG-4 increases the
stability of each variant. The stabilizing effect is nearly 8 ◦C on the pseudo
wild type S16/N19/Y23. The stabilizing effect drops to only about 5-6 ◦C
for the two single mutants. These results would certainly suggest that Ser16
and Tyr23 are important mediators of the stabilizing impact of PEGylation,
and could be consistent with a direct interaction between PEG and these
residues.
Figure 5.2: Stability Characterization of each WW mutant. CD
melting curves for mutant (A) S16/N19/Y23 (B) A16/N19/Y23 (C)
S16/N19/F23 (D) A16/N19/F23 with (red curve) and without PEG at-
tachment (black curve) are shown.
If specific PEGSer16 and PEGTyr23 interactions contribute additively
to the increased stability, we would expect that simultaneously changing
Ser16 to Ala and Tyr23 to Phe should decrease the stabilizing impact of
PEGylation to approximately 2 ◦C or only −0.20 ± 0.08 kcal/mol. To
test this hypothesis, we prepared double mutant A16/N19/F23 and its
PEGylated version A16/N19p/F23. We were surprised to observe that
PEGylation increases the double mutant’s conformational stability by 8 ◦C or
about −0.63 ± 0.13 kcal/mol, the same level of stabilization observed for the
pseudo-wild-type variant S16/N19/Y23. Though the individual Ser16Ala
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Table 5.2: Stabilizing Effect of PEG∗
WW variant ∆Tm (
◦C) ∆∆Gf (kcal/mol) ∆∆Hf (kcal/mol)
-T∆∆Sf
(kcal/mol)
S16/N19/Y23 7.7 ± 0.4 -0.76 ± 0.04 3.2 ± 1.4 -4.0 ± 1.4
A16/N19/Y23 5.8 ± 0.3 -0.54 ± 0.03 -1.2 ± 0.8 0.6 ± 0.8
S16/N19/F23 5.0 ± 0.4 -0.42 ± 0.04 -3.3 ± 1.0 2.9 ± 1.0
A16/N19/F23 8.0 ± 1.1 -0.63 ± 0.13 -0.9 ± 2.8 0.2 ± 2.9
∗The “p” indicates PEGylation. Tabulated data are given as mean ± standard error
relative to the corresponding non-PEGylated compound at 333 K. Data were obtained
from variable temperature CD experiments on 100 µM solutions of protein in 20 mM
phosphate, pH 7. Data for S16/N19/Y23 are from refs [35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40].
and Tyr23Phe experiments suggest that Ser16 and Tyr23 side chains are
important, the surprising and counterintuitive PEG-4 stabilization of the
double mutant indicates that their importance is not via independent direct
H-bonding of their hydroxyl groups to PEG.
To gain additional insights, we used van’t Hoff analysis to parse the ob-
served PEGylation-based increases of the conformational stability (∆∆Gf )
into enthalpic (∆∆Hf ) and entropic components (T∆∆Sf ) (Table 5.2). The
increased stability of PEGylated S16/N19p/Y23 relative to the pseudo-
wild-type variant S16/N19/Y23 is favored entropically based on experi-
ment. In contrast, the PEG-based stabilization of S16/N19p/F23 relative
to S16/N19/F23 is favored enthalpically. The other variants are too close
to call.
5.3.2 The structural impact of Asn19 on loop 1
Molecular dynamics simulation provides atomic resolution to interpret struc-
turally the stabilization mechanism of PEGylation we measured. In return,
consistency with experimental data can validate the simulations.
We started by comparing the local conformation of the N-terminal reverse
turn between the pseudo wild type S16/N19/Y23 and the WW domain be-
fore addition of the asparagine, S16/S19/Y23 (PDB: 1PIN). The structural
changes at the reverse turn are shown in Figure 5.3A. The crystal structure
has the Ser19 side chain pointing towards the binding side (“front”) of the
protein. It stays in that orientation throughout whole simulation. In con-
trast, the Asn19 side chain points towards the back. This structural differ-
ence can also be distinguished by the backbone dihedral angles of these two
residues: Ser19 lies in the β-sheet region, while Asn19 sits in the αLeft-helix
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region (Figure 5.3B).
Figure 5.3: Structural changes of WW mutants and the Ramachan-
dran plots. (A) Structural change from S16/S19/Y23 hPin1 WW domain
(transparent, PDB: 1PIN [104]) to our pseudo wild type S16/N19/Y23.
(B) Ramachandran plot, showing all 34 residues of S16/S19/Y23 (blue tri-
angles) and of S16/N19/Y23 (red circles). Each point in the plot is the
average dihedral angle of a 60 ns equilibrium simulation. The points for the
Ser v.s. Asn side-chains at position 19 are colored according as in (A).
5.3.3 The 16/23 double mutation disrupts secondary
structure
Positions 16 and 23 lie right at the interface of strands 1, 2 and loop 1. Both
mutations reduce stability by altering local loop structure (discussed further
below) and local beta sheet structure. A16/N19/Y23 has longer strands
1 and 2 (Figure S17A in [103]), while S16/N19/F23 has both strands less
stable (Figure S18A in [103]). A much greater structural breakdown happens
in double mutant A16/N19/F23: the β-sheet formed by strands 1 and 2
becomes unzipped from the loop (Figure S19A in [103]), creating a longer
and more flexible loop 1. Moreover, the turn shifts one position from residues
16-20 to residues 17-21. The extensive destabilization of beta sheet structure
observed in the simulation agrees with the experimental observation that the
double mutant is 10 ◦C less stable than the pseudo wild type.
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5.3.4 PEG does not hydrogen bond with S16 and Y23
To examine our initial hypothesis of PEG interaction with serine 16 and ty-
rosine 23, the minimum distance between PEG-4 and residues on the protein
surface was calculated (Figure 5.4, hydrogen bonds in red). In the context
of the pseudo wild type, PEG interacts very little with residues 16 and 23,
Figure 5.4: Closest PEG-residue distance for each residue near loop
1 along 60 ns of equilibrium trajectory. The distance is indicated by
a gray scale bar. Hydrogen bond formation between PEG and individual
residues is indicated by a red circle. The cutoff for H-bonds was 3.5 A˚.
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and there is very little hydrogen bonding from PEG to any side chains. In
contrast, PEG in both single mutants actually forms hydrogen bonds, but
with a completely different residue, arginine 21. The double mutant looks
more like the pseudo wild type in terms of PEG extending into solution and
very little H-bonding. None of these variants consistently form hydrogen
bond with either Ser16 or Tyr23.
Figure 5.5: RMSD histogram of asparagine 19 relative to its initial
position in the wild type equilibrium structure before relaxation.
Non-PEGylated variants are shown in red, and PEGylated variants in blue.
(A) S16/N19/Y23, (B) A16/N19/Y23, (C) S16/N19/F23, and (D)
A16/N19/F23F. The histograms are taken from 60 ns trajectories (Figure
S20 in [103]) and fitted to Gaussian distribution with mean µ and standard
deviation shown in each panel. The dashed line indicates the difference of
RMSD level between the loop oriented towards back side (> 6 A˚) and binding
side (< 6 A˚). The insets show the representative snapshots of the loop before
and after PEGylation, with Asn19 (red when not PEGylated and blue when
PEGylated) and PEG (cyan) shown explicitly. Arginine 21 is also shown in
(B) and (C) to highlight its interaction with PEG.
5.3.5 Effect of PEGylation on loop orientation and
new side chain contacts
If PEG does not interact directly with the mutated residues, how does it
stabilize the protein by different amounts for different mutants? Very specific
structural changes occur upon PEGylation. Each non-PEGylated variant
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already favors different loop conformations, and when PEG-4 oligomer is
linked to the protein, some variants continue to follow that propensity while
others reverse it completely.
Figure 5.5 summarizes the effect of mutations on loop orientation before
and after PEG is attached. The histograms plot the RMSD at position
19 relative to the pseudo wild type (S16/N19/Y23) equilibrium structure
shown in Figure 5.3 and S24 in [103]. In the pseudo wild type (A) and double
mutant (D) the loop is flipped to the back of hPin1 WW domain with or
without PEG-4 attached, and the PEG chain predominantly extends into the
solvent (movie S1 in [103]). In these two cases, the loop points in the opposite
direction from the Ser19 wild type in Figure 5.3. In the A16/N19/Y23
single mutant, the bare loop is also flipped to the back, but addition of
PEG inverts that propensity to a more WT-shaped loop (Figure 5.5B), and
the PEG interacts strongly with arginine 21. Finally in the S16/N19/F23
single mutant, the loop flips even more strongly to the binding side than in
the Ser19 wild type in Figure 5.3, and when PEG-4 is attached, this trend
persists. It is worth pointing out that PEG has little effect on the flexibility
of the pseudo-wild-type loop (the widths of the red and blue histograms are
identical in Figure 5.5A), but it reduces loop fluctuations in all three mutants
(blue distribution is narrower than red distribution).
In the single mutants, a very specific interaction of PEG-4 with Arg 21
is easy to discern. Figure 5.6A shows this “side chain” scenario for the
A16/N19/Y23 mutant. In the non-PEGylated protein, the loop is flipped
into a non-native “back” conformation due to a persistent interaction be-
tween the side chains of Asn19 and Met15, which fluctuate in and out of
contact with an equilibrium constant Keq close to unity as judged by the
trajectory (movie S2 in [103]). Once PEGylated, Asn19 ceases to interact
with Met15 and instead flips to the binding side where PEG-4 interacts with
Arg21 (movie S3 in [103]).
In the double mutant, PEG stabilizes local secondary structure instead
of interacting with protein side chains. Figure 5.6B shows the secondary
structure scenario for A16/N19/F23. As discussed earlier, the double mu-
tant without PEG repeatedly loses and regains the top of beta strands 1
and 2 during the simulation. Once PEGylated, the protein is locked into a
more sheet-rich structure throughout the same length simulation. The PEG
oligomer rigidifies the loop, maintains zipped strands and reduces structural
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Figure 5.6: Two PEG stabilization scenarios. The distance is indicated
by a gray scale bar. Hydrogen bond formation between PEG and individual
residues is indicated by a red circle. The cutoff for H-bonds was 3.5 A˚.
fluctuation, restoring the double mutant to a “pseudo-wild-type-like” state.
However, a simulation of PEGylated protein starting with unraveled beta
strands does not restore pseudo wild type structure in ≤ 80 ns. Thus the bar-
rier between beta-rich and beta-poor states is smaller in the non-PEGylated
double mutant than in the PEGylated double mutant.
The restoration of beta strand structure in the double mutant by PEG-
4 can also be seen in the Ramachandran angles of residues 18 and 20 in
the loop, neighboring the attachment site. Figure 5.7 shows that Ser18 is
in the Lα basin and Gly20 in the polyproline-II region in the pseudo wild
type. These two residues flip upon double mutation, but they are retained
in the PEGylated protein. The importance of local Ramachandran angles
highlights that PEG can act by sterically constraining amino acids near its
attachment site.
5.3.6 A longer PEG chain samples both solvent
exposed and protein interaction scenarios
We saw for PEG-4 that the pseudo wild type and double mutant favor a
solvent exposed PEG chain, while the single mutants favored new interactions
of PEG with protein side chains not observed in the pseudo wild type. Can
a longer PEG chain display both scenarios simultaneously? We computed
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Figure 5.7: Secondary structure from residue 11 to 26 (upper) and
Ramachandran plot for Ser18 and Gly20 (lower) of (A) pseudo wild
type S16/N19/Y23, (B) double mutant A16/N19/F23, and (C) its PE-
Gylated counterpart A16/N19p/F23. Secondary structure is calculated by
VMD, with color code: turn, cyan; coil, white; β-sheet, yellow; 3-10 helix,
blue. Only structure from residue 11 to residue 26 is shown here. Dihedral
angles are plotted every 2.5 ns, with the average values highlighted for Gly20
and Ser18 as shown.
a long equilibrium trajectory of PEG45 attached to Asn19 for comparison.
Although still somewhat shorter than typical commercial PEG chains (N
> 50, often branched), PEG-45 is similar in size to its hPin1 WW host
protein. We find that PEG-45 can indeed sample both scenarios, and coat
the protein sometimes, extend as a coil into the solvent at other times, with
an equilibrium constant close to unity. We discuss this in more detail below.
5.4 Discussion
Glycosylation and PEGylation can stabilize or destabilize proteins depend-
ing on the attachment site [35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40]. In addition, the context
of the local sequence is important, with certain sequences favoring stabiliza-
tion over others [39, 40]. We showed here that one reasonable proposed
sequence-dependent stabilization mechanism, direct hydrogen bonding of
PEG to nearby OH groups on Ser16 and Tyr23, does not occur. Experi-
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mental measurement of hPin1 WW domain stabilization by PEG reveals a
highly non-additive effect in a truncation cycle of two -OH groups near the
PEG attachment site. Molecular dynamics simulation further reveals that
PEG does not interact with the OH-bearing Ser16 and Tyr23 residues before
or after any of the mutations.
Instead, the mutations affect the local loop and beta sheet structure, and
PEG acts upon these mutants in two distinct ways. In one case (Ala 16 single
mutant), PEGylation restores a wild type-like loop 1 orientation disrupted
by a Met15-Asn19 interaction absent in the wild type S15/S19/Y23; PEG
favors hydrogen bonding to Arg21 on the binding side of the protein, in an
orientation more similar to the wild type Ser19 residue. In another case
(double mutant), PEGylation allows the protein to retain native-like β-sheet
structure, disrupted by the double mutation when PEG is absent; PEG does
so even though it hangs into the solvent, by local steric interaction at the
attachment site (Figure 5.7). In two other cases, PEGylation maintains the
status quo (pseudo wild type and Phe23 single mutant).
The central conclusion is that PEG does not stabilize host proteins via
a single general mechanism. Instead, whether PEG extends into the solvent
to act only by local steric interaction, or whether the whole PEG chain
interacts strongly with the protein surface, is highly context-dependent. One
point mutation can switch the mechanism from one to the other, and it does
not even have to be a mutation at a site that PEG strongly interacts with.
Although our simulations are not sufficiently long to directly compute
free energies, together with the experimental data we propose the following
scenario for the unusually large stabilization (8 ◦C) of the double mutant
by PEG. The double mutant is significantly less stable than either single
mutant, and loses part of beta strands 1 and 2, while acquiring a more flexible
loop 1. PEG restores native-like beta sheet content, and this leads to the
additional stabilization and non-additive effect. Thus PEG makes up for the
ca. 5 ◦C loss of stability of the double mutant relative to the single mutants
by restoring structure, in addition to providing a similar stabilization as it
does for the single mutants.
Clearly the effect of PEGylation is very context sensitive, even when
specific hydrogen bonds are not involved. This is evident from the ther-
modynamic data in Table 5.2. The stabilization of the pseudo wild type
S16/N19p/Y23 by PEG is entropic, while the stabilization of the
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S16/N19p/F23 single mutant is enthalpic (Table 5.2). This difference is
plausible in terms of Figure 5.5AC: the pseudo wild type has a native state
with PEG coiled into the solution, maintaining high configurational entropy
of PEG. In contrast, the PEG chain of the Phe 23 mutant has low configu-
rational entropy because it collapses onto the binding side of the protein to
interact with Arg21. Of course the simulations cannot provide quantitative
information beyond these propensities, as sampling is insufficient to compute
entropies or free energies.
Figure 5.8: Conformational fluctuations of PEG-45 attached at
Asn19. The conformation of PEG-45 alternates between solvated coil and
protein surface-coating states. Each black arrow corresponds to ∼ 15 ns. An
animation illustrating the full molecular dynamics trajectory is available in
SI (movie S4 in [103]).
The observation that PEG-4 can stabilize its host protein by either coil-
ing into the solvent, or by interacting with the protein surface, suggests that
enthalpic and entropic mechanisms of stabilization are almost balanced. This
balance is a common observation in biomolecular interactions, and makes it
harder to come up with simple “local contact” explanations for how muta-
tions or PEG placement affects the free energy. Will this balance shift in
favor of one or the other scenario when the PEG chain length is increased?
Will PEG now either coat the protein surface, or extend as a coil into solu-
tion?
To investigate this question, we performed a molecular dynamics simu-
lation on the S16/N19p/Y23 pseudo wild type with a PEG-45 attached.
It has been shown that relative to PEG-4, PEG-45 leaves the unfolding rate
unchanged, but decreases the folding rate: the longer chain still stabilizes
the protein, but a little bit less than PEG-4 [33]. Figure 5.8 shows the re-
sult (movie S4 in [103]). The longer PEG constantly equilibrates back and
forth between coating the protein surface, and coiling into the solvent. Thus
the dichotomy between enthalpic and entropic stabilization mechanisms per-
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sists for PEG chain lengths approaching the type used in commercial drug
PEGylation. It remains to be seen in future studies whether the context sen-
sitivity of PEG-4 also persists in proteins modified with longer PEG chains.
In particular, if PEG-based protection from protein degradation is as context
sensitive as is the impact of PEG on conformational stability, careful rather
than random or N-terminal placement could produce major improvements in
peptide and protein drug half-life in the blood stream.
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Chapter 6
PEG organized by hydrophobic
and hydrophilic patches on the
protein surface
6.1 Introduction
Poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) has been widely used as a stealth polymer in the
pharmaceutical industry since the 1990s. With a PEG attachment process,
called PEGylation, one or multiple PEG oligomers are covalently coupled
with protein drug to form a PEG-protein conjugate. The molar mass of at-
tached PEG ranges from 400Da to about 50kDa, depending on the drug type
and its medical application [119]. PEGylation not only shields protein drugs
from the immune system, but it also enhances the bioactivity, increases solu-
bility, and prevents the aggregation [29]. The benefits of PEGylation overall
can increase drug circulation time from ten to hundred times, which improve
its medical effect, but with little toxicity. Most of all, it has been shown that
PEG oligomers can also stabilize protein itself [120]. However, the underly-
ing mechanism of PEG-aided stabilization remains elusive. Recent studies
on PEGylated human protein Pin1 WW domain found that the stabiliza-
tion effect depends on the length and the location of the attached PEG
oligomer [33], which indicates that there is an interaction between PEG and
the protein surface. On the other hand, studies show that the excluded vol-
ume effect, in which the bulky PEG takes up surrounding space and hinders
the protein unfolding, accounts for PEG-aided stabilization [37, 31].
While many studies have been conducted to understand the impact of a
conjugated PEG molecule on its host protein, none of them focused on how
the host protein changes the conformation of PEG. In this chapter, with the
aim of understanding the protein-PEG interaction, we looked this problem
from the other side, focusing on the conformation change of PEG. We used
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a larger host protein λ6−85 and a longer PEG (45 units), comparing to the
system we studied in the previous chapter. We found that, unlike PEGylated
WW domain, PEGylated λ6−85 does not have increased thermodynamic sta-
bility. Either can we found the structure change from both experiment and
simulation data. Upon examining 1 µs trajectories from all-atom molecular
dynamics simulation, we found reoccurring and cooperative folding of a PEG
molecule onto the protein surface. Specific surface regions including both hy-
drophobic and hydrophilic residues were identified for interacting with the
PEG molecule.
6.2 Methods
6.2.1 Protein expression and purification
The DNA fragment coding for the targeted λ6−85 mutation were inserted be-
tween the BamHI and NdeI restriction sites of plasmid pET-15b (Genscript,
Piscataway, NJ). Mutations was made using QuickChange site-directed mu-
tagenesis kit(Stratagene, La Jolla, CA). BL21(DE3) cells (Agilent, Santa
Clara, CA) were transformed with the plasmid and grown on an agar plate
at 37 ◦C with 100 mg/L ampicillin. The survival cells were then be grown
in liquid culture. After reaching an OD600 value of 0.6-1, the cells were in-
duced with 1 mM isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) at 20 ◦C
for 12 hours, and then were pelleted and lysed using sonication in a solution
containing 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF) for protease inhibi-
tion. 20 µl deoxyribonuclease (DNase) was added per 10 ml lysis buffer for
DNA degradation. The lysate was centrifuged and the supernatant will be
filtered with 0.45 µm and 0.22 µm syringe filters and purified using a liquid
chromatography system (A¨KTA pure 25, GE Healthcare Life Sciences, Little
Chalfont, UK). The sample will then be dialyzed against 50 mM K3PO4, pH
= 7.0, at 4 ◦C.
6.2.2 Protein PEGylation and purification
A 2000 Da methoxypolyethylene glycol maleimide (mPEG-Mal, Nanocs, Inc.
Boston, MA) was covalently attached to the targeted cysteine sites via a
thioether linkage. The host protein was first reacted with Tris(2-carboxyethyl)
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phosphine (TCEP) in a 1:30 molar ration at room temperature for 2 hrs to
reduce disulfide bonds. A 30-fold excess of mPEG-Mal was then added,
and reacted with targeted mutant at 20 ◦C overnight. The reactions were
conducted in nitrogen. The PEGylated conjugates were purified using a size-
exclusion chromatography column Superdex 200 10/300 GL (GE Healthcare),
shown in Figure 6.1. The result of PEGylation was verified using mass spec-
trometry.
N27C-P45
N27C
N27C-P45
N27C
N27C
+ 
N27C-P8
Figure 6.1: Spectra from size-exclusion chromatography column.
With larger size of PEG (45 units), the PEGylated and unPEGylated mu-
tants can be separated using the slowest flow rate (0.25 ml/min) (middle
panel). We also tried smaller PEG (8-units), but the yield was low and the
products cannot be separate using the column we have.
6.2.3 Equilibrium experiments and data analysis
Circular dichroism (CD) measurements were done on a Jasco-715 spectropo-
larimeter (Jasco Inc., Easton, MD). Each measurement consisted of three
accumulations of spectra, which were collected between 200 and 250 nm.
The thermal melt was started from 5 ◦C and increased to 95 ◦C, with a
3 ◦C incremental step. The sample concentration was 2.5 µM. 2 mM 2-
Mercaptoethanol (BME) was added to reduce the disulfide bonds.
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Fluorescence spectra were measured using a fluorescence spectrophotome-
ter FP-8300 (Jasco Inc., Easton, MD). The photomultiplier tube (PMT) volt-
age was set in between 500-550 V. The excitation wavelength was 280 nm.
The emission and excitation bandwidth were both 5 nm. The measurements
were taken between 290 nm to 450 nm. The data interval was 1 nm. The
scan speed was 500 nm/min. The thermal melt was started from 5 ◦C and in-
creased to 95 ◦C, with a 3 ◦C incremental step. Each measurement consisted
of three accumulations of spectra. The sample concentration was 10 µM,
which also containing 2 mM BME.
The data analysis was done using Python. Fluorescence intensity was cal-
culated by integrating the entire spectrum at a specific temperature: Itotal(T)
=
∫
I(λ,)dλ. The mean wavelength was calculated according to the formula:
〈I(T)〉 = ∫ λI(λ,T)dλ / ∫ I(λ,T)dλ. Two-state thermodynamic fits had the
form: F(T) = [FD / (1+Keq)] + [FNKeq / (1 + Keq)], where Keq = exp[-
∆G(T)/RT]; Fi = bi + mi(T - Tm); and ∆G(T) ∼= ∆G(Tm) + ∆S(Tm)Tm -
∆S(Tm)T. We note that a linear temperature dependence of Trp fluorescence
intensity is an approximation used here for simplicity [121].
6.2.4 Molecular dynamics simulations and data
analysis
The structure of pseudo wild type λ6−85, λ12, was obtained from a crystal
structure (PDB: 3KZ3; resolution of 1.64 A˚ [122]). Mutants were prepared
using Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD) software [105]. All-atom molecular
dynamics simulations were performed using the program NAMD2 [106] with
periodic boundary conditions, the CHARMM36 parameter set for the TIP3P
water model [107], ions [108], protein [109, 110, 111], and PEG [112, 113],
and ion-pair specific corrections to the Lennard-Jones parameter σ [114]. The
force field of the Maleimide linker was developed using Force Field Toolkit
(ffTK) plugin of VMD [123]. The initial topology information and parame-
ters were assigned by analogy using CHARMM General Force Field (CGenFF
1.0.0). Sodium chloride ions were added to neutralize the whole system and
mimic the non-zero ionic strength of the experimental environment. The sim-
ulation box was 58 A˚ and 88 A˚ in each dimension for unPEGylated proteins
and PEGylated proteins, respectively. The number of atoms was around
20,000 for PEGylated protein and 69,000 for unPEGylated proteins, includ-
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ing protein, water molecules, and ions. All simulations employed a 2 fs time
step and a 7-8 A˚ shift-cutoff scheme for van der Waals and short-range elec-
trostatic forces. Long-range electrostatic interactions were computed using
the particle mesh Ewald method [115] with a 1.0 A˚ grid spacing.
Following a 2000-step minimization using a conjugate gradient method [116],
each system was equilibrated for 1 ns at a constant pressure of 1 atm using
a Langevin piston pressure control method [117], with temperature fixed
at 293 K. Production simulations were then performed at constant equilib-
rium volume in the NVT ensemble for 1 µs. The simulation trajectory was
recorded every 24,000 steps.
Trajectory analysis was performed using Tcl scripts with VMD. The
protein-PEG distance is calculated as the nearest distance between any pro-
tein atom and any of the PEG oxygen atoms. The hydrogen bond formation
was calculated with a criterion of donor-acceptor cutoff distance 3.5 A˚ and
angle less than 150◦. A 1.4 A˚ cutoff distance was used for solvent accessible
surface area (SASA) calculation.
W22
Y33
N27
C-terminus
SLTQEQLEDARRLKAIWEKKKNELGLSYESVADKMGMGQSAVAALFNGINALNAYNAALLAKILKVSVEEFSPSIAREIR
SLTQEQLEDARRLKAIWEKKKCELGLSYESVADKMGMGQSAVAALFNGINALNAYNAALLAKILKVSVEEFSPSIAREIR
   λ12
   N27C
SLTQEQLEDARRLKAIWEKKKNELGLSYESVADKMGMGQSAVAALFNGINALCAYNAALLAKILKVSVEEFSPSIAREIR   N58C
22 3327 58
b
Helix 1 Helix 5Helix 3Helix 2 Helix 4
N58
a
N-terminus
Figure 6.2: Structure and sequences of λ6−85 mutants. (a) Crystal struc-
ture of the pseudo wild type λ12 (PDB: 3KZ3 [122]) with residues 22(red),
27(cyan), 33(yellow), and 58(cyan) highlighted. (b) Sequence of pseudo wild
type λ12 [124] and two mutants N27C and N58C.
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Table 6.1: Two-state thermodynamic fitting parameters for the equi-
librium temperature melts of the studied mutants and their PE-
Gylated conjugates. Fitting coefficients for three order parameters are
shown: integrated fluorescence intensity, spectral mean of fluorescence band,
and mean residue ellipticity at 222 nm for the circular dichroism measure-
ment.
Order parameter Protein
Fitting parameters
Tm (
◦C) ∆H (J mol−1) ∆S (J mol−1 K−1)
MRE at 222 nm
λ12
a 70 ± 1 -268343 ± 12281 782 ± 34
N27C 73 ± 2 -266189 ± 36378 769 ± 105
N27C-PEG45 71 ± 2 -217847 ± 40285 633 ± 117
N58C 69 ± 2 -155336 ± 19865 454 ± 58
N58C-PEG45 67 ± 1 -218376 ± 37422 642 ± 110
Integrated intensity
λ12
a 66 ± 1 -163765 ± 18813 483 ± 55
N27C 65 ± 1 -117000 ± 4410 346 ± 13
N27C-PEG45 65 ± 1 -85214 ± 4403 252 ± 13
N58C 59 ± 1 -188661 ± 4026 568 ± 12
N58C-PEG45 59 ± 1 -184675 ± 4354 556 ± 13
Mean wavelength
λ12
a 68 ± 1 -241534 ± 4100 708 ± 6
N27C 71 ± 1 -225762 ± 3503 656 ± 10
N27C-PEG45 72 ± 1 -218825 ± 2166 634 ± 6
N58C 65 ± 1 -223855 ± 6459 662 ± 19
N58C-PEG45 65 ± 1 -208639 ± 1487 617 ± 4
aData of pseudo wild type λ12 is from [124]
6.3 Results and discussion
6.3.1 Thermodynamic validation of λ6−85 mutants and
their PEGylated conjugates
We chose Asn27 and Asn58 as our targeted mutation sites because they have
larger SASA and RMSF in the preliminary calculation on the pseudo wild
type λ6−85. The sequence of the mutants and the location of mutation sites
are shown in Figure 6.2. We called the mutants N27C and N58C in the
following discussions.
The CD and fluorescence thermal melt data are shown in Figure 6.3. The
parameters from two-state fit (Method) are summarized in Table 6.1. The CD
spectra at 20 ◦C (Figure 6.3a,b) showed there was no significant structural
change for both mutant before and after PEGylation. Temperature melt data
also showed very close thermodynamic stability for both N27C and N58C
(Figure 6.3). Only 1-2 ◦C melting temperature difference (Figure 6.3d) was
revealed by CD thermal melt data, but not in fluorescence thermal melt
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N27C (Tm = 73 ± 1 °C)
N27C-P45 (Tm = 71 ± 2 °C)
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N58C-P45 (Tm = 59 ± 1 °C)
Figure 6.3: Equilibrium thermal denaturation of λ6−85 mutants and
their PEGylated counterparts. (a)(b) CD spectra at 20 ◦C for PEGy-
lated and unPEGylated N27C (a) and N58C (b). (c)(d) Mean residue
ellipticity at 222 nm as a function of temperature for PEGylated and unP-
EGylated N27C (c) and N58C (d). Solid and dashed lines are two-state
thermodynamic fits. (e)(f) Mean wavelength of fluorescence spectra as a
function of temperature for PEGylated and unPEGylated N27C (e) and
N58C (f). Solid and dashed lines are two-state thermodynamic fits. (g)(h)
Integrated fluorescence intensity as a function of temperature for PEGylated
and unPEGylated N27C (g) and N58C (h). Solid and dashed lines are
two-state thermodynamic fits.
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data. Comparing to pseudo wild-type λ12, N27C mutant has almost the
same thermodynamic stability, while N58C is less stable (Table 6.1). The
melting temperature of N58C is around 4-6 ◦C lower than that of N27C
(Table 6.1), depending on the reaction coordinate used in the analysis. In
addition, N58C is prone to dimerize without BME by forming Cys-Cys
disulfide bond comparing to N27C.
6.3.2 Reoccuring and cooperative folding of a PEG
molecule onto protein surface
By examining the trajectories of PEGylated mutants, we spotted the same
conformational fluctuations of PEG molecule as we reported in the previous
chapter. The radius of gyration, Rg, which is a measure of the PEG size,
derived from the simulation data of N58C shows such fluctuation over time.
The PEG molecule constantly equilibrates back and forth between coating
the protein surface, which results in a smaller Rg, and extending into the
solvent, which results in a larger Rg (Figure 6.4 a,d,e). Note that a larger
Rg does not necessarily correspond to a conformation extending into the
solvent (Figure 6.4d). A PEG could coat across the entire protein surface in
an extend conformation, forming interaction with surface residues far away,
which would also result in a large Rg.
The number of hydrogen bond and the number of PEG units at the pro-
tein surface (with 3.5 A˚) also reflects the interaction between PEG and pro-
tein surface (Figure 6.4bc). The more PEG units close to the protein surface,
the higher number of hydrogen bond could be found. On the other hand, we
found anti-correlation during some moments of the simulation. Highlighted
by light purple blocks, when PEG collapses onto the protein surface, it has
lower Rg, and higher number of hydrogen bonds and surface contact units;
Highlighted by light orange blocks, when PEG extends into the solvent, it has
higher Rg, but lower number of hydrogen bonds and surface contact units.
For some other part of the simulations, there is no apparent correlation be-
tween Rg and the number of hydrogen bond (or surface contact), because of
the reason mentioned above.
The step-wise transition from zero hydrogen bond to several hydrogen
bonds shows that PEG binds to protein surface in a cooperative way. When
PEG moves close to the surface residues, it binds randomly to a hydrophilic
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surface residues with hydrogen bond formation. The binding makes the re-
maining part of PEG to interact with neighboring residues more frequently,
and eventually forming hydrogen bonds with them.
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Figure 6.4: Conformational fluctuations of PEG-45 conjugated to
λ6−85 mutant N58C. (a) Radius of gyration of PEG versus time. The
black dots are raw data from every 48 ps. The blue line is a smoothed trace.
(b) Number of hydrogen bond between PEG and the protein surface residues
versus time. (c) Number of PEG units within 3.5 A˚ of the protein surface
versus time. The faint gray line is raw data from every 48 ps. The black
line is a smoothed trace. Gray transparent blocks in (a)(b)(c) mark the
corresponding regions in the same time frames for better visual comparison.
(d)(e) The conformation of N58C-P45 conjugate at the moments pointed out
in (a). The PEG molecule and maleimide linker are shown in blue sticks,
with hydrogen removed. The protein is shown in a cartoon representation
with helices in orange, coils and turns in white, and surface in transparent
gray. The oxygen atoms of PEG within 3.5 A˚ of protein surface are shown
as gray spheres.
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Figure 6.5: Closest PEG-residue distance for each residue along 1 µs
trajectory of PEGylated N58C. The distance is indicated by a gray
scale bar. Hydrogen bond formation between PEG and individual residues
is indicated by a red circle. The cutoff for hydrogen bonds was 3.5 A˚. The
blue boxes indicate one of the repeated binding regions for PEG.
6.3.3 PEG organized by hydrophobic and hydrophilic
patches on protein surface
We looked in depth on where PEG mainly binds on the surface of λ6−85
mutants. Figure 6.5 shows the contact map between the PEG molecule and
N58C residues. We found a significant interaction between PEG and the
fourth helix of N58C. Interactions between other helices and PEG can also
be seen. The contact map also shows repeated binding patterns, from the
first helix to the fifth helix. The most dominant one located in the fourth
helix, which is highlighted in blue boxes. In this region, and also other
binding regions, we found the co-existence of hydrogen bond formation and
hydrophobic interaction. Strong propensity of hydrogen bond formation was
found in Tyr60, Asn61, Lys67, and Lys70. Lys67 was especially the one to
form hydrogen bond everytime when PEG interacts with this region. In terms
of hydrophobic interaction, Ala63 and Leu64 was two hydrophobic residues
constantly interacting with PEG. By examining the crystal structure, Ala63
and Leu64 locate right in between Asn61 and Lys67, forming a trench-like
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surface structure. This surface pattern becomes a perfect binding site for
PEG to dock onto.
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Chapter 7
Mapping fast protein folding
with multiple-site fluorescent
probes
7.1 Introduction
The mechanism of protein folding is one of the central questions in bi-
ological science [125]. The first all-atom simulation to capture substantial
protein refolding dynamics, which lasted 1 µs, was published in 1998 [126].
Since then, the timescales of protein folding achieved experimentally and
computationally have met [127]. Advances in computation now produce dis-
tributed [128] and single-trajectory [129] protein folding simulations on the
same nanosecond to millisecond timescale as the fastest folding experiments.
With rich computational data becoming available, experimental testing
of simulations is now hampered by the difficulty of acquiring experimental
structural data with microsecond or faster time resolution. Fast ensemble and
single molecule experiments commonly probe only one order parameter such
as the fluorescence lifetime of a single tryptophan residue, a broad infrared
(IR) spectral response, or one Fo¨rster resonant energy transfer (FRET) ef-
ficiency [127]. Fortunately, a quantitative comparison of such experimental
order parameters with simulations is now possible: for example, solvent ac-
cessible surface area of tryptophan can serve as a proxy for experimentally
detected fluorescence [130], or computed 2D-IR spectra can track secondary
This chapter is partially reprinted, with permission, from Prigozhin, M. B., Chao,
S.-H., Sukenik, S., Pogorelov, T. V., and Gruebele, M. Mapping fast protein folding with
multiple-site fluorescent probes. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 112(66):7966-7971, 2015.
(Copyright c© 2015 Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, USA). For more
detail please visit the original source or the PhD dissertation by Prigozhin, M. B.
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structure [131]. Still, a single order parameter, even when compared accu-
rately, cannot capture the complexity of folding on a funneled energy land-
scape [127]. It becomes essential to capture experimental information along
several coordinates that are amenable to straightforward modeling. One way
of achieving this is through the use of multiple probes in a single protein.
The problem of multiple probes reporting on several order parameters
of protein folding has been addressed previously. For example, stopped-flow
experiments have been combined with multiple fluorescent probes to study
slow protein folding or membrane insertion processes [132, 133]. Thermody-
namic studies employing non-invasive NMR detection evaluated two-state fits
in terms of experiment/model uncertainties vs. real heterogeneity of multi-
probe signals caused by global downhill folding [121, 134]. Notable progress
in multi-probe analysis of folding kinetics has been achieved by using non-
natural amino acid IR probes [135] in combination with T-jump relaxation
spectroscopy [136, 137]. Comparisons between fast protein folding kinet-
ics probed by fluorescence and/or IR spectroscopy identified heterogeneous
folding of trpzip2 [138], lambda repressor [139] and α3D [140]. Tryptophan
fluorescence probes local solvent exposure, while the amide I IR fingerprint
probes global backbone hydrogen bonding. In downhill or incipient downhill
folders, a free energy landscape with a single order parameter cannot repro-
duce both fluorescence and IR results because downhill folding is defined by
a rapid interconversion between various conformational subpopulations.
Here we approached the problem of multiple structural coordinates for
fluorescence-detected fast kinetics by designing new fluorescence-quenching
mutants capable of detecting site-specific tertiary contact formation in the
five-helix bundle λ6−85. The required conservative amino acid side chain
mutations fall between extrinsic dye labeling (e.g. FRET detection) and
isotope labeling (IR spectroscopy) in their intrusiveness, so simulations will
be critical for interpreting them. Our hypothesis, to be tested by comparison
with simulation, is that the probes are sufficiently non-intrusive to reveal a
common mechanism.
Many folding studies of λ6−85 have been performed by using the fluo-
rescence of a tryptophan (Trp) engineered into position 22 of helix 1 [141],
quenched by a tyrosine (Tyr) [142] engineered into position 33 of helix 2.
Trp22 and Tyr33 form a contact pair in the crystal structure [122]. When
Tyr33 is absent, Trp22 fluorescence increases slightly upon folding; with
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Tyr33 present, Trp fluorescence is strongly quenched upon folding.
We expand the use of Trp-Tyr pairs to probe contact formation between
three helix pairs during the folding of λ6−85 (Fig. 1). In addition to helices
1-2 probed by Trp22 and Tyr33, we generate two new mutants whose fluo-
rescence quenching links helices 1-3 and 2-3. These mutants are thermally
stable -helical proteins with high expression yield and strong Trp quenching
by Tyr. Temperature jump measurements on the helix 1-2, 1-3 and 3-2 mu-
tants allowed us to compare experimental kinetics with the corresponding
autocorrelation analysis of long molecular dynamics (MD) trajectories pub-
lished previously [129]. We find agreement between the experimental and
computational inter-helix contact formation in the helix triad 1-2-3, suggest-
ing that a common mechanism underlies the three different mutants. Both
experiments and computational analysis suggest that the free energy land-
scape of λ6−85 includes a transiently populated trap at a free energy of about
3.5-4.5 kBT that involves helix 2, altering the kinetics of the 1-2 and 3-2
probes relative to the 1-3 probe. Our results show that the match between
fast folding experiments and molecular dynamics simulations can advance
in its structural resolution into the regime of secondary structural building
blocks.
7.2 Methods
7.2.1 Protein expression and purification
The gene of interest subcloned into a pET-15b vector was obtained from Gen-
Script (Piscataway, NJ). BL21(DE3)-RipL cells (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA)
were transformed with the plasmid and grown on selective media. The cells
were then grown in liquid culture at 37 ◦C to OD600 = 0.6 and the cultures
were induced with 1 mM isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside overnight at
23 ◦C. The cells were pelleted and lysed using sonication in a solution contain-
ing 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF) for protease inhibition. The
supernatant was filtered with 0.45 m syringe filters and applied to a Ni:NTA
column (Qiagen). The column was eluted using an imidazole gradient. Frac-
tions containing the protein of interest were dialyzed against 50 mM K3PO4,
pH = 7.0, at 4 ◦C. Mutations were done using Quick Change site-directed
mutagenesis (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA). All chemicals were purchased from
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Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) and used without further purification.
7.2.2 Equilibrium experiments and data analysis
Circular dichroism experiments were done using a Jasco-715 spectropolarime-
ter (Jasco, Easton, MD). Each measurement consisted of three accumulations
of spectra, which were collected between 200 and 250 nm. The temperature
was controlled using a Peltier element. The temperature was incremented by
3 ◦C starting with 5 ◦C and increasing to 95 ◦C. Protein concentration was
2.5 M. Fluorescence experiments were done using a Cary Eclipse (Varian,
Palo Alto, CA) spectrophotometer equipped with a Peltier heating stage.
Tryptophan was excited at 280 nm and fluorescence was collected between
290 nm and 450 nm. Temperature was incremented in the same way as in
circular dichroism measurements. Protein concentration was 10 µM. Starna
cuvettes (Starna Cells, Atascadero, CA) were used for both measurements.
Igor Pro (Wavemetrics, Lake Oswego, OR) and Matlab (MathWorks, Natick,
MA) were used for data analysis. Fluorescence intensity was calculated by in-
tegrating the entire spectrum at a specific temperature: Itotal(T) =
∫
I(λ,)dλ.
The mean wavelength was calculated according to the formula: 〈I(T)〉 =∫
λI(λ,T)dλ /
∫
I(λ,T)dλ. Two-state thermodynamic fits had the form: F(T)
= [FD / (1+Keq)] + [FNKeq / (1 + Keq)], where Keq = exp[-∆G(T)/RT]; Fi
= bi + mi(T - Tm); and ∆G(T) ∼= ∆G(Tm) + ∆S(Tm)Tm - ∆S(Tm)T. We
note that a linear temperature dependence of Trp fluorescence intensity is an
approximation used here for simplicity [121].
7.2.3 Kinetics experiments and data analysis
Temperature jumps were performed using an in-house built instrument, which
was described in detail previously [143]. Briefly, a sample consisting of the
tested protein in 50 mM K3PO4 buffer at pH = 7 was placed in a cuvette
made out of a rectangular capillary (Vitrocom, Mountain Lakes, NJ) welded
on one side. The sample concentrations were 309 M, 373 M, and 50 M, for
λ∗12, λ13, and λ32, respectively. Low concentration was used in λ32 because
a significant amount of sample aggregation was visually observed during the
measurements in high concentration. The equilibrium temperature of the
sample was maintained using a water flow system. The temperature of the
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solution was suddenly jumped using a nanosecond pulse of a Q-switched
Nd:YAG laser (Continuum, San Jose, CA). The fundamental wavelength of
1064 nm of the laser was Raman-shifted to 1.9 µm using a 1-meter-long cham-
ber with hydrogen compressed to 300 psi. The beam was split using a 50%
reflective mirror and the sample was illuminated from both sides to achieve
uniform heating. Tryptophan was excited every 12.5 ns using light centered
at 280 nm from a frequency-tripled mode-locked Ti:Sapphire laser (KMLabs,
Boulder, CO). The repetition period of the Ti:Sapphire laser (12.5 ns) puts a
limit on the time resolution of our kinetics data even in the absence of noise.
Fluorescence was collected at 90◦ angle using an optical waveguide (Oriel),
filtered from incident radiation with a band-pass filter (B370, Hoya), and de-
tected by a photomultiplier tube (R7400U-03, Hamamatsu). The signal was
digitized with a period of 100 ps (10 GHz, 125 points per fluorescence decay)
and a bandwidth of 2.5 GHz using an oscilloscope (DPO7254, Tektronix).
The data were analyzed using Igor Pro (Wavemetrics, Lake Oswego, OR) and
Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, MA). Hundred kinetic traces were averaged at
each temperature. The decays were normalized to yield a parameter χ(t)
such that χ(t) = a1/(a1+a2), where each fluorescence decay is represented
as a linear combination of a decay before the temperature jump (f1) and a
decay at the very end of the kinetic trace (f2), f = a1f1 + a2f2. Thus every
trace begins with χ(t=0) = 1 and ends with χ(t=1 ms) = 0. The resulting
kinetic traces were then fit to a single- or a double-exponential function of
the forms FI(t) = A exp(-t/τ) and FI(t) = A1 exp(-t/τ1) + A2 exp(-t/τ2),
respectively.
7.3 Results and discussion
7.3.1 Different relaxation times for different helix
pairs
We measured the temperature jump relaxation (see Methods) of the three
mutants that showed fluorescence quenching upon folding. To compare mu-
tants at similar melting temperatures, we adjusted the melting temperature
of λ12 as measured by CD to a value similar to the other two mutants, λ13
and λ32, by using 2.2 M guanidine hydrochloride (Figure 7.1). We call this
sample λ∗12.
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Figure 7.1: Equilibrium thermal denaturation of λ12 with 2.2 M
GuHCl (λ∗12). (a) Temperature melt of λ
∗
12 monitored by fluorescence spec-
troscopy. Spectra range from 5 ◦C (black) to 95 ◦C (light blue) in 3 ◦C
increments. (b) Analysis of data in panel (a) in terms of the integrated flu-
orescence intensity. The data were normalized to start at 1 and end at 0.
Solid lines are two-state thermodynamic fits for λ∗12 and also λ12, λ13, and λ32
for comparison. (c) Analysis of data in panel (a) in terms of the mean wave-
length (see Methods for details). Solid lines are two-state thermodynamic
fits for λ∗12 and also λ12, λ13, and λ32 for comparison. (d) Temperature melt
of λ∗12 monitored by circular dichroism spectropolarimetry. Spectra range
from 5 ◦C (black) to 95 ◦C (light blue) in 3 ◦C increments. Absorption of
GuHCl prevents measurement at wavelengths below 220 nm.
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Figure 7.1: (cont.) (e) Analysis of data in panel (d) in terms of the mean
residue ellipticity at 222 nm as a proxy for α-helical content. Solid lines are
two-state thermodynamic fits for λ∗12 and also λ12, λ13, and λ32 for compar-
ison. Note that the native state baseline is lower for λ∗12 than for λ12. This
result is expected and has been reported previously for lambda repressor. (f)
Tabulated denaturation midpoint temperatures for λ12 and λ
∗
12 as monitored
by different order parameters. Note the expected destabilization of λ∗12 with
respect to λ12.
Figure 7.2: Temperature dependence of kinetic relaxation traces of
λ mutants. Temperature dependence of kinetic relaxation traces collected
at the concentrations of 309 µM, 373 µM, and 140 µM for λ12 with 2.2 M
GuHCl (λ∗12), λ13, and λ32, respectively. Kinetic traces of lambda repressor
mutants λ∗12, λ13, and λ32 were observed after a 8
◦C temperature jump to the
final temperatures indicated in panels (a), (b), and (c), respectively. Double-
exponential fits are shown as solid black lines. The fitting parameters are
listed in Table S3 of [124]. Data of λ32 has a three times larger binning period
than that of λ∗12 and λ13.
Temperature jumps of 8-9 ◦C were performed in a range close to the un-
folding transition midpoint temperature for each protein (57±1 ◦C for λ12
with 2.2 M GuHCl (λ∗12), 58±1 ◦C for λ13, and 60±1 ◦C for λ32). Higher
temperature data for λ12 without GuHCl extrapolates well to the λ
∗
12 data
in Figure 7.3. The λ∗12 trace in Figure 7.3 does not include a 10% correction
for the viscosity of GuHCl, which would make the blue trace even slightly
faster than the green trace. The kinetic traces were fitted to an exponen-
tial function FI(t) = A1exp(-t/τobs), where τobs is the observed relaxation
time constant. Kinetics faster than 2 µs associated with activated protein
population (downhill folding) were not fitted for the present purpose, and for
high concentration measurements (see Methods), a minor slow phase A2exp(-
t/τ2) was added to account for a small amount of protein aggregation (Fig.
S5 of [124]) also observed previously [144]. All fitting parameters are listed in
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Figure 7.3: Kinetics of λ6−85 multi-site probe mutants. (a) All the data
for a series of mutants collected at various protein and guanidine hydrochlo-
ride concentrations. The data were collected for different protein expressions
and by different researchers to provide a picture of the consistency that can
be obtained under different conditions. SE means the data was fitted using a
single-exponential fit (data in Figure S6, fit parameters in Table S2 of [124]).
DE τfast means the data was fitted using a double-exponential fit and the
fast phase is shown (data in Figure 7.2, fit parameters in Table S3 of [124]).
λ12 is in blue, λ13 is in red, and λ32 is in green. λ
∗
12 corresponds to λ12 with
2.2 M GuHCl. Squares represent data taken at 50 µM protein concentra-
tion. Circles represent data taken at 309 µM, 373 µM, and 140 µM for λ12
with 2.2 M GuHCl (λ∗12), λ13, and λ32, respectively. Error bars represent
the fitting errors. (b) A plot of data for only the measurements collected at
50 µM protein concentration and without GuHCl. λ12 is more stable than
λ13 and λ32. However, if time constants at temperatures that correspond to
the melting midpoint temperatures of each respective protein are compared,
the ordering of contact formation rate is λ12 = λ32 > λ13 going from the
fastest to the slowest. λ12 and λ32 are indistinguishable within the experi-
mental uncertainty. Solid arrows on the right highlight the observed trend.
Solid parabolas are guides for the eye. (c) A plot of data for measurements
where more temperature points were collected for λ12 and 13 albeit at a
higher protein concentration. 2.2 M GuHCl was used to destabilize λ12 and
compare it directly with the other two mutants at the same temperatures.
The order of contact formation is still λ12 = λ32 > λ13 going from the fastest
to the slowest. Solid arrows on the right highlight the observed trend. Solid
parabolas are guides for the eye.
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Tables S2-3 of [124]. The temperature dependence of the relaxation time τobs
for the three mutants from final T-jump temperature ranging from 49 ◦C to
59 ◦C are shown in Figure 7.3 c. Our results show that λ13 has a slower ob-
served relaxation time, while λ32 and λ
∗
12 (even without viscosity correction)
have faster relaxation times, which are similar within the experimental error
in the 50-60 ◦C range. Measurements over a wider temperature range and
without denaturant (Figure 7.3) show that the λ12 relaxation could become
the slowest at high temperature.
For MD simulation analysis and the comparison between simulations and experiments,
please visit original paper: Prigozhin, M. B., Chao, S.-H., Sukenik, S., Pogorelov, T. V.,
and Gruebele, M. Mapping fast protein folding with multiple-site fluorescent probes. Proc.
Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 112(66):7966-7971, 2015.
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Appendix A: Topology file for
maleimide linker
*>>>>>> CHARMM topology file generated by Molefacture <<<<<<
27 1
MASS 70 NH1 14.00700 ! peptide nitrogen
MASS 31 H 1.00800 ! polar H
MASS 35 HB1 1.00800 ! backbone H
MASS 49 CT1 12.01100 ! aliphatic sp3 C for CH
MASS 50 CT2 12.01100 ! aliphatic sp3 C for CH2
MASS 44 HA2 1.00800 ! alkane , CH2 , new LJ params (see
toppar_all22_prot_aliphatic_c27.str)
MASS 81 S 32.06000 ! sulphur
MASS 1 CMS 12.01100 C
MASS 1 CMO 12.01100 C
MASS 1 NM 14.00700 N
MASS 1 CMH 12.01100 C
MASS 1 HCMH 1.00794 H
MASS 1 CNM 12.01100 C
MASS 1 HCNM 1.00794 H
MASS 1 OCMO 15.99940 O
MASS 1 HCMS 1.00794 H
MASS 1 CM2H 12.01070 C
MASS 1 CM3H 12.01070 C
MASS 1 HM3H 1.00794 H
AUTO ANGLES DIHE
! created by Shu -Han based on Jan ’s results from top_mal.top for CYS -
Maleimide
RESI CYSM -0.11
GROUP
ATOM N NH1 -0.47 ! |
ATOM HN H 0.31 ! HN -N
ATOM CA CT1 0.07 ! | HB1
ATOM HA HB1 0.09 ! | |
GROUP ! HA-CA --CB --SG
ATOM CB CT2 -0.11 ! | | \
ATOM HB1 HA2 0.09 ! | HB2 (C4)
ATOM HB2 HA2 0.09 ! O=C
ATOM SG S -0.18 ! | ! modified charge of SG based
GROUP ! on parameterization results
ATOM C C 0.51
ATOM O O -0.51
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BOND CB CA SG CB N HN N CA
BOND C CA C +N CA HA CB HB1
BOND CB HB2
DOUBLE O C
IMPR N -C CA HN C CA +N O
CMAP -C N CA C N CA C +N
DONOR HN N
ACCEPTOR O C
IC -C CA *N HN 1.3479 123.9300 180.0000 114.7700 0.9982
IC -C N CA C 1.3479 123.9300 180.0000 105.8900 1.5202
IC N CA C +N 1.4533 105.8900 180.0000 118.3000 1.3498
IC +N CA *C O 1.3498 118.3000 180.0000 120.5900 1.2306
IC CA C +N +CA 1.5202 118.3000 180.0000 124.5000 1.4548
IC N C *CA CB 1.4533 105.8900 121.7900 111.9800 1.5584
IC N C *CA HA 1.4533 105.8900 -116.3400 107.7100 1.0837
IC N CA CB SG 1.4533 111.5600 180.0000 113.8700 1.8359
IC SG CA *CB HB1 1.8359 113.8700 119.9100 107.2400 1.1134
IC SG CA *CB HB2 1.8359 113.8700 -125.3200 109.8200 1.1124
RESI MAL 0.11
GROUP
ATOM C4 CMS 0.140 ! H111 ! modify charge of C4
ATOM C5 CMO 0.576 ! \ ! to match the change in S
ATOM N1 NM -0.236 ! O5 C11 --(C1)
ATOM CM2 CMO 0.165 ! \\ / \
ATOM C3 CMH -0.071 ! (SG) C5---N1 H112
ATOM H4 HCMS 0.090 ! \ / |
ATOM H31 HCMH 0.090 ! H4 --C4 |
ATOM H32 HCMH 0.090 ! \ |
ATOM O2 OCMO -0.418 ! H32 --C3---CM2 ! change C2 to CM2 to avoid
ATOM O5 OCMO -0.533 ! | || ! ambiguity for C2 in PEG
ATOM C11 CNM 0.037 ! H31 O2
ATOM H111 HCNM 0.090
ATOM H112 HCNM 0.090
BOND C4 H4 C4 C3 C4 C5 ! new bonds for Mal starts from this line
BOND C5 N1 N1 CM2
BOND N1 C11 CM2 C3 C3 H31
BOND C3 H32 C11 H112 C11 H111
DOUBLE CM2 O2 C5 O5
! patch to add Mal to CYS by Shu -Han
PRES CM 0.0
BOND 1SG 2C4
! PEG patch to add bond between MAL and PEG
PRES MPEG 0.0 !
BOND 1C11 2C1
END
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Appendix B: Parameter file for
maleimide linker
!=============================================================
!
! Parameter file generated by the Force Field ToolKit (ffTK)
!
! For additional information , see:
! http :// www.ks.uiuc.edu/Research/vmd/plugins/fftk
! http :// www.ks.uiuc.edu/Research/fftk
!
! Authors:
! Christopher G. Mayne
! Beckman Institute for Advanced Science and Technology
! University of Illinois , Urbana -Champaign
! http :// www.ks.uiuc.edu/~mayne
! mayne@ks.uiuc.edu
!
! James C. Gumbart
! Georgia Institute of Technology
! http :// simbac.gatech.edu
! gumbart_physics.gatech.edu
!
! If you use parameters developed using ffTK , please cite:
! C.G. Mayne , J. Saam , K. Schulten , E. Tajkhorshid , J.C. Gumbart. J. Comput.
Chem. 2013, 34, 2757 -2770.
!
!=============================================================
BONDS
!V(bond) = Kb(b - b0)**2
!
!Kb: kcal/mole/A**2
!b0: A
!
!atom type Kb b0
!
CMS HCMS 339.198 1.099
CMS CMH 170.271 1.539
CMS CMO 169.659 1.520
CMS S 218.637 1.796
CMO OCMO 824.661 1.224
CMO NM 263.659 1.384
NM CNM 305.924 1.443
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CMO CMH 222.828 1.530
CMH HCMH 352.902 1.096
CNM CC32A 306.784 1.512
CNM HCNM 356.899 1.086
! CC32A HCA2A 356.332 1.091
! S CT2 222.700 1.806
! CT2 HCMH 347.449 1.091
! CT2 CC32A 280.139 1.514
ANGLES
!
!V(angle) = Ktheta(Theta - Theta0)**2
!
!V(Urey -Bradley) = Kub(S - S0)**2
!
!Ktheta: kcal/mole/rad **2
!Theta0: degrees
!Kub: kcal/mole/A**2 (Urey -Bradley)
!S0: A
!
!atom types Ktheta Theta0 Kub S0
!
!
CMS S CT2 90.959 97.286
CMS CMH HCMH 61.571 111.438
CMS CMH CMO 119.749 105.218
CMS CMO NM 137.238 107.983
CMS CMO OCMO 85.008 127.468
CMO NM CNM 49.948 122.904
CMO NM CMO 130.532 114.325
CMO CMS S 101.157 107.636
NM CNM HCNM 77.019 105.549
NM CNM CC32A 89.516 111.260
NM CMO OCMO 77.233 125.795
NM CMO CMH 142.573 105.390
CMO CMH HCMH 62.453 110.048
CMH CMO OCMO 90.897 128.434
CMH CMS S 59.181 116.526
CMO CMS CMH 125.415 104.752
HCMH CMH HCMH 69.541 108.259
CNM CC32A HCA2A 60.445 110.704
CC32A CNM HCNM 64.108 113.080
! HCA2A CC32A HCA2A 58.226 109.082
HCNM CNM HCNM 63.272 109.855
! S CT2 CC32A 76.463 109.629
! S CT2 HCMH 61.868 109.316
S CMS HCMS 55.457 108.784
CMO CMS HCMS 103.600 108.555
CMH CMS HCMS 84.416 110.346
! CT2 CC32A HCA2A 66.256 110.297
! CC32A CT2 HCMH 61.333 111.375
! HCMH CT2 HCMH 67.840 108.315
OC30A CC32A CNM 45.00 111.50 ! DEET , diethylether , alex ! add
by Shu -Han from par_all35_ethers.prm
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DIHEDRALS
!
!V(dihedral) = Kchi(1 + cos(n(chi) - delta))
!
!Kchi: kcal/mole
!n: multiplicity
!delta: degrees
!
!atom types Kchi n delta
!
HCMS CMS CMH HCMH 0.0450 3 180.00
CMO CMS CMH CMO 1.9000 3 0.00
S CMS CMH CMO 0.5340 3 0.00
HCMS CMS CMO OCMO 0.4260 3 0.00
CMO NM CMO OCMO 1.2520 2 180.00
! S CT2 CC32A HCA2A 2.9230 3 180.00
S CMS CMO NM 0.7290 3 180.00
OCMO CMO CMH HCMH 0.4140 3 0.00
CMH CMS CMO NM 0.7360 3 180.00
CMO NM CMO CMH 1.1450 2 180.00
CMO CMS CMH HCMH 1.1790 3 0.00
S CMS CMH HCMH 0.0300 3 0.00
! HCMH CT2 CC32A HCA2A 0.3270 3 0.00
HCMS CMS S CT2 0.6350 3 0.00
CMS S CT2 CT1 0.2230 1 180.00 !! change CC32A to CT1
CMS S CT2 CT1 0.4880 3 180.00 !! change CC32A to CT1
OCMO CMO NM CNM 2.9810 2 180.00
CMS S CT2 HA2 0.6400 3 0.00 !! change HCMH to HA2
S CMS CMO OCMO 0.3900 3 0.00
OCMO CMO CMH CMS 0.2830 3 0.00
NM CNM CC32A HCA2A 2.9970 3 0.00
NM CMO CMH HCMH 0.6710 3 180.00
CMH CMS CMO OCMO 0.1180 3 0.00
CMO NM CNM HCNM 0.4780 1 0.00
CMS CMO NM CNM 2.6680 2 180.00
CNM NM CMO CMH 0.4330 2 180.00
CMO CMS S CT2 1.3480 1 180.00
CMO CMS S CT2 0.6250 3 0.00
CMO NM CNM CC32A 0.4560 1 0.00
CMS CMO NM CMO 0.1070 2 0.00
NM CMO CMH CMS 1.0990 3 180.00
HCMS CMS CMH CMO 0.8780 3 0.00
CMH CMS S CT2 0.6800 1 0.00
CMH CMS S CT2 0.2010 3 180.00
HCNM CNM CC32A HCA2A 3.0000 3 0.00
HCMS CMS CMO NM 1.0550 3 180.00
! copy from top_all35_ethers.prm by Shu -Han
HCNM CNM CC32A OC30A 0.19000 3 0.0 ! alkane , 4/98, yin and
mackerell HCA2A >HCNM , CC32A >CNM
CNM CC32A OC30A CC32A 0.57 1 0.0 ! 1,2 dimethoxyethane ,
2/12/05 , ATM CC32A >CNM
NM CNM CC32A OC30A 1.16 2 0.0 ! 1,2 dimethoxyethane
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OC30A >NM, CC32A >CNM
IMPROPER
!
!V(improper) = Kpsi(psi - psi0)**2
!
!Kpsi: kcal/mole/rad**2
!psi0: degrees
!note that the second column of numbers (0) is ignored
!
!atom types Kpsi psi0
!
CMO CMS NM OCMO 90.0000 0 0.00 ! ***** , from CMO CMH
NM OCMO , penalty= 0.4 (from CGenFF output)
NONBONDED nbxmod 5 atom cdiel shift vatom vdistance vswitch -
cutnb 14.0 ctofnb 12.0 ctonnb 10.0 eps 1.0 e14fac 1.0 wmin 1.5
!
!V(Lennard -Jones) = Eps ,i,j[(Rmin ,i,j/ri,j)**12 - 2(Rmin ,i,j/ri ,j)**6]
!
!epsilon: kcal/mole , Eps ,i,j = sqrt(eps ,i * eps ,j)
!Rmin /2: A, Rmin ,i,j = Rmin/2,i + Rmin/2,j
!
!atom ignored epsilon Rmin/2 ignored eps ,1-4 Rmin/2,1-4
!
CMO 0.0 -0.020000 2.200000
! CT2 0.0 -0.056000 2.010000 0.0 -0.010000 1.900000
! CC32A 0.0 -0.078000 2.050000 0.0 -0.010000 1.900000
CNM 0.0 -0.056000 2.010000 0.0 -0.010000 1.900000
CMS 0.0 -0.036000 2.010000 0.0 -0.010000 1.900000
CMH 0.0 -0.060000 2.020000 0.0 -0.010000 1.900000
HCMS 0.0 -0.045000 1.340000
HCMH 0.0 -0.035000 1.340000
! HCA2A 0.0 -0.024000 1.340000
HCNM 0.0 -0.035000 1.340000
NM 0.0 -0.200000 1.850000
OCMO 0.0 -0.120000 1.700000 0.0 -0.120000 1.400000
! S 0.0 -0.450000 2.000000
END
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